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Left in the dark

New~

Amber
Henderson,
junior from
Bardwell,
works in the
College or
Business and
Public
Affairs
dean's office
by lantern
light Tuesday
afternoon.

Business Building loses power for two days
BY LISA WHEAT
NEWS EDITOR

Dannie Harrison worked Tuesday as a
Coleman lantern hung in his Business
Building first floor office. A thermometer
in his office read 54 degrees in the sunlight.
It was not a glamorous setting for the
College of Business and Public Affairs
dean, but Harrison learned to improvise

after the main transformer blew in the
Business Building basement, cutting off
power to classrooms and offices from
about 11:30 a.m. Monday to 4:30 p .m.
Tuesday.
The Business Building was evacuated as
the transformer caught fire and set off the
smoke detectors. Murray Fire Department personnel extinguished the fire and
left the scene at 12:05 p.m.
Harrison said the transformer is as old

as the Business Building itself, which was
constructed in the early 1960s.
"We knew it was well beyond its normal life expectancy and had been told that
it would probably go down in the very
near future," Harrison said.
Vice President of Facilities Management
Dewey Yeatts said it is difficult to estimate
when a transformer will quit.
"This is something you typk.ally can't
Please ~ BUILDING/16
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PHOTOS BY KARRI RUBECK : STORY BY GREG STARK

••~;ck:l c~:ek ••

ARIS, Tenn.- It's 7:15 on Satu rday night at the
Krider Performing Arts Center, and the mood
backstage is relaxed for Nickel Creek.
fjddle player Sara Watkins munches on a green
apple. Her brother, Sean, restrings his guitar.
Mandolin p layer and former Murray State student Ch ris Thile bounces around the room
engaged in conversation with the Watkins' siblings and upright bass player Derek Jones.

performed
Saturday night in
A few minutes later,
Paris Tenn The Chris' dad, Scott Thile, a
'

·

band was recently
nominatedfor a
Grammy award
and Chris Thile
also played
mandolin on
national
television with
Dolly Parton,
promoting her
new bluegrass
album.

Former Murray State student C hris T hlle plays during Nickel C reek's Saturday night performance at the Kr ider
Per forming Arts Center in Paris, Tenn. The show was the final one for Nickel C reek's winter tour.

Murray State instTument
technician, walks into the
room and gives his son a
hug and greets Jones, who
has played with the band
for a few shows.
Until a few months ago,
Scott had been the band's
bass player until it started
touring across the United
States, and he decided to
stay in Murray and work at
his day job. He was with
Nickel Creek when lhe
band recorded its self-titled
release in 1999.
It's only 40 minutes until
they take the stage. The
band arrived in Paris late,
in part because of the d rive
from Lexington, where

Nickel Creek played .to <1
sold-out venue the ntght
before. This is when Chris
tells the Cliffs' Notes vcrsion of the beginnings of
Nickel Creek.
"We all grew up in southem California, and we'd
hang out at this pin.a
place," he said. "Sara had
been singing since she was
4. They started getting us
together to play."
F.1st forward to the prt.'sent. Nickel Creek has not
had the mainstream success
of George Strait or Garth
Brooks, but their name is
known on a national level.
The first track on their
album, "Ode To A Butterfly," was nominated for a
Please see THILE/16

Faculty Senate passes presidential search resolution IFC votes to restrict
BY JASON YATES
EDITORIN C HIEF

Three weeks to the day that University President Kern Alexander
announced his intentions to rctin!
June 30, 2001, the Faculty Senate
passed a resolution stating the criteria it deems appropriate in choosing a president.
The resolution, which was
passed at Tuesday's Faculty Senat~
meeting, stems from an advertist>ment Lhat ran in the March 9 edition of "The Chronicle of Higher

Education." Faculty Senate President Bill Call said the Senate did
not find the ad satisfactory.
"The ad that has been released
for the presidential search does not
state qualifications for a president,''
Call said. "We felt that there were
some qualifications that would be
important to use to judge potential
candidates."
Call said several faculty members discussed the ad, and Senate
members felt it would be appropriate to go on record to state their criteria. The criteria includes the fol-

News
Murray State officials are
considering adding the
Miller Courthouse Annex to
its list of buildings.
•see Page 6

lowing recommendations:
• The president should hold an
earned doctorate or terminal
degree appropriate to his/her position.
• The president shou ld have
proven ability to represent the University effectively to national, state
and local government and to the
Council on Postsecondary Education.
• The president should be
responsive to faculty, staff and student concerns.
• The prt>sident
selected

ViewPoint
SGA President
Michael Thorne
addresses the
University's slim
chances for getting
a parking garage.
•see Page 5

should be the product of an open,
national search that results in a
candidate who enjoys broad support of all elements of the University.
Board of Regents Chairman Sid
Easley said Wednesday night he
had not seen th e Faculty Senate's
resolution, but he said the Board
made a special effort to listen to the
faculty's comments and concerns
during the recently completed
meetings dealing with faculty
input.
Please see SENAT£116

College Life

•

Rea lity-based
television has
chalked up big
ratings. Check
out how college students
judge this trend.
Page 9

•see

open fraternity parties
THE

BY EMILY BLACK
STAFFWIIIlU

Although open fraternity partie~
have been a long-standing tradition
at Murray State, an amendment to
the Interfraternity Council constitution may have put an end to them.
This week the IFC voted to p.1ss an
amendment to its constitution placing certain restrictions on fraternity
social events. The amendment passed

AMENDMENT
CLOSES
PARTIES TO
NON-GREEK
UNDERGRAD
MALE
STUDENTS.

PJea<~e see AMENDMENT/16

Sports
Racer Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio's top two football
assistants left for other
university coaching jobs two
weeks before spring practice
starts.
•see Page 14

Check out our official
site on the Internet,
www.thenews.org for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.
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PHONE:

Sunny
l'oday:
liigh: 49
Low: 29
Saturday:
,Partly Cloudy
rliigh: 56
~ow:40

Sunday:
Mostly Cloudy
High: 59
Low:45
Monday:
Showers
,High: 59
Low: 43
Thesday:
Scattered
Showers
High: 55

Low:35
Wednesday:
Partly Ooudy
High: 59
Low:39
Thursday:
Partly Cloudy
,H igh: 44
Low:35
SourOQ.
ThQ Weatller Channel
~ wealher.com

Technology fo111m includes
student presentations
For the second year, the annual
MSU Technology Forum will
include student technology presentations. In the competition, students
will present a classroom assignment
that uses technology.
Students will compete in the
undergraduate or graduate division
and have a chance to win a Sony
Mavica Digital Camera and/or
$100. Faculty whose students win
the co1legiate competition will
receive $50 to spend at the Universi·
ty Store and be recognized at the
finals.
The application deadline is March
12. For more info, go to www.cam·
pus.murraystate.edu/ studentpres.h
tml.

Student law association
to elect officers for 2001
MSU Student Law Association
will meet Wednesday at 4:30p.m. in
Business Building room 404. At this
time, the group will elect its officers
for 2001 and finalize Spring Public
Forum plans.

Auditions for campus show
Auditions for "Give My Regards
to Broadway" will be held Sunday
at 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Ball·
room.
Principal chorus and dancer roles
are available. Medleys from "Phan·
tom of the Opera," "Guys and
Dolls," "Titanic," "Footloose" and

How to
reach us

others will be included.
The show will run May 3 to 6 in
Lovett Auditorium with rehearsals
beginning after Spring Break.
For more information, contact Rush
Trowel IV at 753-1187 or Brance Cor·
nelius at 759-0869.

make proper investment decisions to
protect retirement income and other
investment aspects.
For more information or to register,
contact the Center for Continuing
Education at 762-3662 or 1-800-6697654.

Public Safety asks students
to assist in investigation

Campuswlde invitation
for international pot luck

A name was burned in an area of
carpet between rooms 214 and 219 in
the Hart College south wing early
Sunday morning. There is also a burn
mark on a door frame in that area.
This incident did not create enough
smoke or heat. to activate the fire
alarm; therefore, there was no immediate notice to Public Safety or residents of the building.
University Police, Kentucky State
Police and the State Fire Marshal's
Office are investigating this incident.
Anyone with information regarding
this incident, should contact Public
Safety at 762-2222.

The Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society and the International Student
Organization invite all students, faculty and staff to their spring pot luck
March 10 at 5:30p.m. in Ordway Hall
lobby.
There will be international foods
from all across the world, and guests
are encouraged to bring dishes from
their home country or state.
For more information, contact
Institute for lnterna tiona! Studies
interim student adviser Mark Galloway at 762-3229.

Community education class
taught In Business Building

Professor receives award
English and philosophy professor
Ryan Brooks/The News
Kenneth Tucker has been selected
for a Kentucky Philological AssociaA member of Marshall County High
tion Editor's Choice Award for his ' School's Future Fanners of America takes a break from FFA Day.
essay.
"What Can We Say About CalSenators at large, academil' college
iban?" was selected by the associa· the Murray State faculty in 1970.
senators and executive council memtion's editor, Katherine C. Kurk of
bers will be elected later this spring.
Northern Kentucky University, from Student representative
The deadline for filling out an
approximately 80 papers presented. applications available today
application
is March 27 at noon.
The essay was published in the 2001
Student interested in running for
edition of "The Kentucky Philologi· an elected position on the Student
cal Review.''
GO\'ernment Association can pick up Cnmpus briefly is compiled by Assistant
Specializing in Sh.:tkespeare and an application in the SGA office
Nezos Editor Mnrci Owen and Assistant
Elizabethan drama, Tucker joined
beginning todny.
College Life Editor Scott Gibson.

Farming thought:

Betty Boston, certified ' financial
planner practitioner, and Tom Ewing,
financial consultant, will teach the
community education class "Under·
standing Investments" at Murray
State.
The class will meet for six consecu·
tive Tuesdays, beginning March 27 at
7 p.m. in Business Building room 255.
Boston and Ewing, both Hilliard
Lyons employees, will discuss how to

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College life: 762-4480
VIeWPOint 762-4468
$porta: 762.4.481
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www.thenews.org

E·Mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Year 1n and year out, employees at education and
research tnstitutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.
And for good reasons·

THE TIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
• A sohd history of performance and exceptional
personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible ret1rement income options
For decades, TIAA·CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 10,000 campuses across the country invest torand enJoy-successful rellreme.,nts.

Investment Expertise
Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance
,.,

!'

[i
t

.,.

Choostng your rettrement plan provider is simple.
Go with the leader' TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it...

1.800.842.2776

Located on

www. tiaa-cref. org

H-w-y 641 S

For more complete mfomwuon on our secunties products, can 1.800 842.2733, ext 5509, f()( pmspectuses Read them ar!fully before you
invest • TIAA·CREF lndoVIdual and InstitUtional Se111ices, Inc and TNChen Personal Investors Sfrvr<es, Inc. distribute se<:untll!s prOductS
• Teachers Insurance cJnd Annuity As50elat1on (TIAA), NEw York, NY and TIAA·CREF Life Insurance Co., New York. NY Issue Insurance and
annull•es • IIAA-CREF Trust Comp.!ny, FSB prov1des trust servr<es • Investment products are not FDIC msured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. C 2001 reache!'llnsurance and Annu1ty Assoctatlon• College Retorement Equ1t1es Fund, New York. NY 01/02

Murray
753-0440

News
Pendleton at MADD-sponsored reception •PoliceBeat
Thursday, March 1
prior to arrest, drunk driving charge
The Murray Stat e News

3

March 9, 200 I

2:27 a.m. There was a report of

STAff REPORT

Sen. Joey Pendleton (D-Hopkinsville) admitted he had been
drinking at a reception co-spon'sored by Mothers Against
Drunk Driving prior to being
arrested and charged with a
DUI on Feb. 8, according to an
Associated Press report.
Pendleton told "The CourierJournal" he refused an offer for
a ride home from a fellow legislator.
Pendleton, who is Murray
State's part-time farm operations manager, plead innocent
March 1 to the charges.
Pendleton works at Murray
State six months out of the year
when the Kentucky General
Assembly is not in session. The
University pays Pendleton
$27,500 a year for his services.
Pendleton was arrested in
Franklin County. His blood-

alcohol level was .20, more than
twice the legal limit of .08.
Pendleton will next appear in
Franklin County District Court
on April 5.
Frankfort police arrested
Pendleton on Feb. 8.
Other
University-related
court news includes:
• Shaka Jones, senior from
Peoria, Ill., was released Tuesday from Calloway County Jail
on 10 percent of a $20,000 bond.
Jones was arrested Feb. 17
and charged with first-degree
robbery, first-degree wanton
endangerment, possession of
drug paraphernalia and marijuana and giving false identification to a police officer.
The charges stem from an
armed robbery reported to have
occurred at Murray Place
Apartments in the early morning of Feb. 17.
The
three
non-students
arrested with Jones are still

harassing communications in
White College.
8:22 a.m. A caUer reported her
vehicle had been hit in the dorm

lodged in Calloway County Jail.
They are Bernard Cox, 22, of
Carbondale, Ill.; Cordell Sheldon, 24, of Murray; and Jamal
Ferguson, 21, of Peoria, Ill.
The case has gone to the
grand jury, w hich has not yet
sent down any indictments.
• A grand jury sent down
indictments Feb. 26 for Charles
Moore,
freshman
from
Adairville, and Justin Pratt,
freshman from Russellville,
trafficking a controlled substance within 1,000 yards of a
school and possession o( drug
paraphernalia for charges.
They will be arraigned in Calloway County Circuit Court on
Monday.
Pratt and Moore were arrested Feb. 6 at Franklin College
room 131. A police officer
found SO grams of marijuana in
their possession, in addition to
drug paraphernalia.

circle.
5:49 p.m. Skateboarders were

reported at the Alumni and
Development Building. The
skateboarders were asked to
move off campus by an officer.

Friday, March 2
2:09 a.m. A traffic stop on 16th

Chi Alpha asks Murr.1y State
students, "Who wants to be a
Thousandaire?"
Twelve students can win up to
$1,000 at Chi Alpha's annual promotion for its weekly Bible study

in the Curtis Center Theater on
Wednesday at 7 p.m. Chi Alpha
is a Christian interdenominational organization.
Like the game show, the
amount awarded for questions
will double with each correct
answer, beginning with 10 cents

tions.

Tuesday, March 6
3:50 p.m. An officer was assisting

the Murray Police Department
with a report of a female being
assaulted in the Office Depot
Sunday, March 4
parking lot.
1:56 a.m. A traffic stop on Olive 5:42 p.m. A caller reported the
Boulevard led to the arrest of smell of marijuana on the
Rafrila Torrez, non-student. He Franklin College first floor.
was charged with a DUI.
11105 p.m. A Regents College
12:28 p.m. A caller reported a caller reported a person had broblack and brown puppy on cam- ken a mirror, cutting his arm in
pus. The Sheriff's Department the process. His arm was bleeding
said animal control was not on heavily, and the caller could not
duty and the puppy could be left find him and asked if an officer
at the pound. An officer said he would check the area.
had no way of transporting the 11:38 p.m. There was a noise complaint reported in College Courts.
animal.
5:43 p.m. A citation was issued for The caller said there were several
disregarding a stop sign at Wal- people at a party, and there was
d rinking involved. The people
drop Drive and Hester College.
turned down their music and said
they
would leave the area.
Monday, March 5

and Farmer streets Jed to the
arrest of Brad Bucy, a former student. He was charged with a DUI.
2:43 a.m. Two citations were
issued for alcohol violations in
the Emmanuel Lutheran Church
lot.
9:13 p.m. A verbal warning was
given for inattention while driving behind the bowling alley. 2:15 a.m. There was a noise comThe driver was using a cell phone plaint in the dorm circle. A
parked vehicle had the alarm
and not staying in her lane.
going off.
11:37 a.m. Fire alarm went off in
Saturday, March 3
8:22 a.m. An officer reported a the Business Building, and smoke
herd of deer near campus on was coming from the basement.
North 16th Street. The Murray The Murray Police Department
Police Department was advised and Fire Marshal were notified.
2:38 p.m. There was a motor vehithat this may be a traffic hazard.
12:34 p.m. A student's car was cle accident with out injury at
broken into, and the window was Housing.
2:58 p.m. A subject came to the
broken in the dorm circle.
Police Department to
University
5:13 p.m. Two juvenile skateboarders and inline skaters were report harassing communica-

Chi Alpha gives students chance at $1,000
STAFF REPORT

stopped at 16th and Miller streets.
One was warned and released.
The second juvenile was taken
into custody for being previously
warned.

and ending at $1,000, he said.
Three lifelines will be available.
Contestants will be allowed to ask
one of three people they have preselected, poll the audience or take
the 50/SO option.
If anyone has any questions,
contact Chi Alpha at 753-9786.

r------------~
1roPE's Puff
Stuff 11
1
Contemporary Smoking Needs
Black Lights
Clip this coupon
I
I Smoking
1
Accessories
for O% off

Wednesday, March 7
12:01 a.m. A citation was issued
for possession of alcohol by a
minor in the Curris Center parking lot.
11:49 p.m. A sign was reported
stolen from Circle Drive.

Racer escorts - 2
Motorist assists - 6

Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen, assistant news editor, from
mJJteriizls available from Public Saf~
ty. All dispatched calls are 110t listed.
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Parking garage not aHainable
In My
Opinion

MICHAEl
THORNE
"THERE IS A
BIG DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN A
COMPLAINT
AND A
PROBLEM.
PARKING IS
NOT OUR
BIGGEST
PROBLEM."

Ordinarily I am the type of person who chooses to tum the other
cheek rather than retaliate when I
feel that I have been wronged.
Today is not an ordinary day.
Last week a student felt the need
to insult the job I have done while
in office as your Student Government Association president.
He wrote five columns of fluff
about how he felt it was more
important for the University to
focus their attention on a parking
garage rather than the wellness
center I proposed.
He gave no factual information
to support his comments and as a
result wasted valuable space in
our student newspaper. Several
incorrect statements were made,
and as the most knowledgeable
student on these subjects I feel it
is my duty to correct his errors.
First of all, it was written the
number of parking spaces has
been decreasing eyery year, while
enrollment has been increasing.
That statement is purely false.
There are actually more parking
spaces available this year than last
year. They may not be right on the
curb of the buildings in which we

have classes, but more parking is
available here than at any other
university with which we compete.
Yes, parking is the most common complaint among students
on campus, but our situation is
not really that bad. Ask your
friends who attend other universities. Take the University of Tennessee at Knoxville for example.
They have one available parking
space for every seven to eight
people! That includes faculty,
staff, students and football fans
on game days.
Murray State has 6,651 parking
spaces, and onJy 6,426 parking
tags were issued this year. That
means every student has 1.035
space. Parking deficit? I think not.
There is a big difference
between a complaint and a problem. Parking is definitely not our
biggest problem.
Second of all, the $14 million
figu re that was thrown around in
the colu mn last week is not some
lump stash of money the University has hidden away for a pet
project. Every penny of that will
come from the state legislature. ln

the past few years they have been
generous in providing money for
capital campaign projects to universities for buildings like the
proposed wellness center.
Conversely, the amount of
money that they have given to
fund parking garages at universities is about the same as the
amount of research Mr. Calinger
did in writing his commentary:
zero.
Parking garages are considerably more expensive than wellness centers. To construct a
garage it would cost around
$14,600 per parking space,
accord ing to R.S. Means Company. This translates to around $6
million in facility costs. This does
not include land, engineering fees
and land development, including
razing of existing structures,
grading and excavating costs.
There are also other financial
consideration5 prior to the development of a parking structure
that include debt service and
diminishing returns because of
the "first costs" associated with
such a structure. With the expenses, a parking garage is not feasi-

Rotaract encourages
community projects
In My
Opinion

Suzy
McGREW
"WHAT OUR
CAMPUS REALLY
NEEDS IS AN
ACTIVE
COMMUNITY
SERVICE ORGANIZATION THAT
REACHES OUT
TO ALL PEOPLE
AND OFFERS
OPPORTUNITY
TO GROW."

Murray State University:
aaah, the fresh natural air, the
lack of parking spots and the
excitement of the upcoming
weekend. What our campus
really needs is an active community service organization
that reaches out to all people
and offers opportunity to grow.
Rotaract is the solution.
Rotaract is an international
club with ties to the prosperous
and popular Rotary International Club. There are more
than 155,000 members in 146
countries, but you won't find
one of these outstanding clubs
in Murray- well, not just yet.
Jennifer Troutman and I have
taken the preliminary steps to
develop this club on our campus. Both of us were members
of Lnteract, the high school version of Rotaract.
Through community service
projects, we were involved
with Rotary, the community
and students. We are excited
about having the opportunity
to unite the students and the
Murray Rotary Club in a way

that will benefit th e community.
The Rotaract Club provides
an excellent ch ance to meet professionals and develop leadership skills.
The Rotaract Web site,
www.rotaract.org, is an excellent place to find out more
details about the goab and projects of this club. The site
explains "through community
and international service projects, Rotaractors help improve
the lives of the people around
them.''
And now, thanks to a special
invitation, each of you has the
chance to take part in the first
informational meeting of this
worthwhile organization. Jennifer and I, along w ith a few
local Rotarians, will discuss the
club's future Monday at 6:30
p.m. in the Curris Center
Barkley Room. Come join us for
pizza and drinks to learn more.

Suzy McGrew is a junior public
relations major from Houston.
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Opinion

GREG
STARK
"AFTER
GAINING A
RESPECTABLE
FOLLOWING THE
FIRST WEEK, THE
NEW LEAGUE'S
RATINGS ARE
FALLING FASTER
THAN THE
RocK's
TRADEMARK
FINISHING MOVE,
THE PEOPLES
ELBOW."

I

~

"He Hate Me."
That's the name on the back of the jersey
of the most recognizable player in the new
Extreme, or is that X-treme, Football
League. Rules in this new league allow
players to wear whatever they want to be
called on the back of the jersey. One of "He
Hate Me's" teammates is fittingly known as
"Hell Hole."
This is something you might expect from
a Vince McMahon vehicle. In wrestling, you
never he,u "The Rock" referred to as
Dwayne Johnson, or "Stone Cold Steve
Austin" called whatever his real name is.
XFt commt>ntators Jim "Siobberknocker"
Ross and jesse "Why Don't You Spend
Your Time At Your Real Job" Ventura tell
the audience a touchdown was just scored
by "He Hate Me."
Many of those die-hard XFL (maybe I
shouldn't say many) fans already know the
real identity of "He Hate Me." If you don't
know, I'll tell you soon.
Soon, chances are, nobody is going to
care who "He Hate Me" reaiJy is. As a matter of fact, people may forget who "He Hate
Me" is when the XFL folds (wiping away a
tear) at the end of the spring.
I didn't think the honorable National
Broadcasting Company would sell three
hours of prime time to anybody, much less
a second-tier league. After gaining a
respectable following the first week, the
new league's ratings are falling faster than

the chief opinion leader and their
voice in University governance.
That is part of the job.
To state that I, as SGA President, have not supported my fellow students is a ridiculous
charge and you cite no evidence
to support your claim. My voting
record as a member of the Board
of Regents speaks for itself on this
subject. I have voted against
everything that would have a
slightly negative impact on student.
The gains I have helped broker
for students in areas of recreational activities cannot be dismissed.
The Student Senate that I have
been fortunate to chair has been
the most pro-active 'for student
rights of any I have had the privilege to be a part of.
My hope for the spring SGA
elections just around the corner is
that someone will stand up and
be willing to sacrifice all of themselves for th e job in the same fashion that I have. That is the "key"
to student success in the future.

Michael Tlzome is Studrnt Government Association president.
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Footballlea~e not a~ successful
as McMahon s wrestlmg counterpart
In My

ble.
Where arc we going to put this
wonderful garage so it will be
closer than any of the lots that we
already have? For future reference, let's do a little research
before we write an article.
Yes, we have Carr Health's pool
and the Curris Center fitness
room. I am thankful we have
these facilities but they are·far less
than adequate for the students of
this University. If you consider
the volleyball courts behind
Winslow Dining Hall an adequate
alternative to the facilities maintained by schools like Middle
Tennessee and Western Kentucky, it is a good thing that you
are not SGA president.
Taking this into consideration, 1
would assume you would vote in
favor of every fee and tuition
increase that the Board of Regents
puts forth.
Mr. Calinger, do not ever fear I
will ever mistakenly call you a
"talking head," I reserve that
comment for those who have a
reason to be talking. Yes, I am a
"talking head" because I was
elected_ by the student body to be

The Rock's trademark finishing move, The
People's Elbow.
In fact, McMahon is not just using former
w~stlers as his broadcasters, but he is using
his present wrestlecs to promote the league
(surprise). The Rock, in fact, began a broad·
cast by walking out to the middle of the stadium with his microphone firmly in hand
- to begin a 10-minute diatribe about how
great the XFL is and how terrible the NFL
is. He ended his speech in trademark fashion, and you can fUJ in the blanks ... ''I want
you to take (add your favorite person, place
or thing), shine it up real nice, tum that
sumbitch sideways ... " and blah blah blah,
you know the rest.
It would be cool if Dwayne could think of
a different way to put things sometimes.
"Paid to play." Yeah, yeah, yeah. "Paid to
win." Whatever. "Controversy." Well, what
do you expect from a football league headed by Vince McMahon?
1 promised you that I would reveal the
identity of "He Hate Me." For those of you
who cared enough about the XFL to read
past the first paragraph, you probably
already know who he is anyway.
His name is Rod Smart. He played at
Wl>stem. He may not realize this, but he is
the unofficial poster child for another football league that will bite the dust very soon.

Greg Stark is the associate editor for "The Murray State News."

Food options needed
I think the students can agree that
reformation is rampant at Murray State.
An education building is being constructed as we speak, Carr Health is well, who really knows what's going on
at Carr Health- and Student Government Association President Michael
Thome is campaigning avidly for a wellness center.
With all of the distraction we are mis~ing an addition that would greatly benefit Murray State students.
Two words, guys: Food court.
When I was at Eastern Kentucky University this weekend attending the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
annual convention, 1 had the chance- or
should I say luxury- of eating at its food
court in between sessions.
Yes, Murray State students, it was a
real, live, seats-in-the-center, multiple
fast-food restaurant containin', ChickFil-A waffle-fry sen·in' food court.
And, let me tell you, it was marvelous.
So, is Eastern resting at the height of
dining technology?
Well, if so, some Bill Gates/Wolfg.mg
Puck-esque mastermind must have also
taken over food services at the University of Kentucky, Western Kentucky University and Northern Kentucky University. And when he had a break, he also
must have had the time to make a pit
stop at Morehead State University,
which, in t~ms of student enrollment, is
most comparable to Murray State.

Do I want to get rid of Winslow Dining Hall and the T-Room? As a self-proclaimed, tried-and-true residential college student, I cannot betray Wednesday
chicken strip night at the 'slow. As for
the T-Room ... well, since I'm only a
sophomore and I'm not allotted any
meals from there on my meal plan, I
guess you will have to make that judgment yourself.
My point is this: J think cafeteria-style
food has its place on a college campus.
At times I actually prefer it to Burger
King, or even my all-time fave, Arby's.
But after visiting these other universities
that offer food courts, I do want more
options.
Although chicken lasagna has its place
in my heart, I could definitely reserve
some room for a McDonalds' double
cheeseburger or a Chick-Fil-A chicken
sandwich when the craving arises.
Also, students at many of these
schools can use their meal plans at the
food court. Un'iversities get their money
and students have happy stomachs.
So, bring on the Special Education
Building. Do what you have to do to
Carr Health. And I'd even enjoy a place
to workout and swim. Especia11y if I had
somewhere to cat aftern·ards that would
provide a reason for burning those calories.

Loree Stark is the vit•wpoint editor for "The
Murray State NL'ws."

In My
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PiniOn

LOREE
STARK

"BuT AFTER
VISITING THESE
OTHER
UNIVERSITIES
THAT OFFER
FOOD COURTS,

I

DO WANT
MORE

OPTIONs.''
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Por atudenta whose klea of an exdt-

mg coDese course is not sitting in a

Classroom all day, the CooperatiVe

• C«nter for Study AbrOad may offer an
alternative.
The study abroad program offers
students the opportunity to travel 10
foreign countries and explore new
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Influence of 'Survivor II' apparent at MSU
BY MELISSA

become the hot talk among fans
C OLLEGE l iFE EDITOR
with the premier of "Survivor II"
in january.
The current show, which airs
Devany Hooks, sophomore
from Hardin, changed the way on CBS, takes place in the Ausshe watched TV on Super Bowl tralian Outback. Cast members
must complete challenges to earn
Sunday.
Hooks didn't become a dedi- s pecial privileges, such as a telecated fan of the Ravens o r the phone call home. They must also
Giants. Instead, she found her- cooperate with their cast mates.
Once a week, cast members
self rooting for a different kind of
vote on who to kick off the
gizmt: "Survivor fl."
island. The last person who is
" I was addicted," Hooks said.
Hooks said she also became remaining receives $1 million.
intt.•rested in the show because of Often, viewers keep watching
Rodger Brigham, a 53-year-old the show to find out who "surteacher from Crittenden, who is vives."
" I like being able to see who's
a contestant on the show.
kicked
off and being able to see if
Brigham is curr~ntly still on the
I'm right," Hooks said.
~how as of press time.
Pat McCutchen, Murray State
Now
Hooks
logs
onto
www.cbs.com weekly to see who sociology lecturer, said with
is ahead in the popularity polls, innovations such as the Internet,
and to predict who wi ll be Amencans ilre not connecting
with each other as a community.
kicked off the island next.
"Survivor," a television show McCutchen said reality-based
that swept away television rat- shows such as ''Survivor IT" give
jogs Last summer, has once again viewers a sense of community
STONEBERGER

that they may be lacking.
popular, so they can't lose," Dil"I think we've gotten tired of lon said.
watching fiction," McCutchen
Dillon said "Survivor" mny
said. "People don't want imagi- not affect the general public in
nation anymore."
major ways, but the public
But no matter how p roducers could be mildly influenced from
try, they can't create reality. The watching people
working
show reflects only the reality that against each other every week.
grabs our attention, she said.
"I can't think this is good for
"It's an edited version of life, interpersonal relations," Dillon
an edited version of life distort- said.
ed," McCutchen said.
Dillon said one of the "SurMcCutchen said reality-based vivor" themes is to identify the
shows may have found their weakest link in the group and
roots in earlier shows like get rid of it. Dillon said this
"Cops" and MTV's "The Real might ostracize the weak.
World."
"I think the series inspirL'S a
"It's a success formula and sense of paranoia about peothey're repeating it," McCutchen ple," he said.
Hooks, who has not missed
said. "But the shows are becoming more graphic."
an episode since Super Bowl
John Dillon, journalism and Sunday, will be glued to the TV
mass communication professor, on Thursday at 8 p.m. to find
~aid shows like "Survivor II"
out what will happen next.
have found a formula for finan"It's kind of like a soap
opera," Hooks said . "You get
cial success.
"The networks are seeing that addicted to it. l don't know
this is cost effective as well as what it is about it.''

•lf you could hold any political office,~ w<~Uld it bit and
why'?
• Describe your perfect day.
•Do you have any body art? tf S01 please~
• Who is your hero and why?
•List three items you would tak~ to a m;now ~aDd why,
• What would be the M~ziest; wildest thing,... ·~ do lor a

million doJJars?
• What wolild you not do for a million do.na..J
•What is your favorite tOpk of converaa~~- ~ pwty7
'What topics are off limfts?
• What skills do you bring to NSwvivor" thrit:'WGUkt a.ke you a
useful member of the group?
• What types of people would you choose to.bave with you on
"SurviVor''?
• What types of people would you choose not to have with you
on "Survivor"?
• If you were stranded with whom would you 111Q8t want to be
stranded?
• What is your primary motiv:ation for being on the show? What
is your secondary motivation for being on the .shQw?
• Why do you believe you could be the final "Survivor"?

It's a ga1y tl1ing

Professional wrestling provides males soap opera option
BY EMILY BLACK
STAFF WRITER

Soap opera fans are commonly
thought of as females who rush
home to find out which character i$ pregnant or who has c.1me
back from the dead. Now a new
form of soap opera targets men:
professional wrestling.
Professionill wrestling has
been a round for decades. Many

students may remember a childhood spent watching characters
like Andre the Giant and Hulk
I iogan body slam one another
il<:ross the ring. Professional
wrestling is much different
today.
Professional wrestling is now
referred to as sports entertainment. Sof!1e contend wrestling's
focus is more on entertainment
and less on sport. During any

wrestling event, fans can find
their favorite characters being
arrested, getting kidnapped or
falling in love with one another.
"Wrestling is basically a soap
opera made fo r guys," said
Shannon Cathey, senior from
Benton. "It has the same love triangles and stories that 'Days of
Our Lives' might have."
Wrestling is heavily concen·
trated on its characters and their

personalities. World Wrestling
Federation "superstars," like
Stone Cold Steve Austin, The
Rock and Chyna, have become
celebrities outside the wrestling
world because of their in-ring
antics.
Wrestlers are now regularly
featured in books, movies and
television shows. The WWF ha s
had four books on the bestseller
list in the last two years, and its

live e\'cnts are extremely popular.
World
C hampionship
Wrestl ing also takes this
approach with its personalities.
The character Goldberg has
appeared on numerous television show:. and has written a
book.
Wrestling has also developed
a following among females.
Tass1e Pace, junior from Benton,

said :;he started watching
wrestling with her boyfriend.
"My boyfriend gets really
into the stories and the matches,
but I think it's just fun to
watch," Pace said. "It amazes
me how much the fans get into
the matches. I've never been to
a baseball or basketball game
where the fans are excited as
they are at a live wrestling
event."

Collttaelife
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The
Week
Ahead
A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

• Exam- PRAXIS
Examination,
Faculty Hall
room 502, 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.
•Play"Rosencrantz
and Guildenstem
are Dead,"
Robert E. Johnson Theater, 7
p.m. Free admission with Racercard.
• Cinema
InternationalFrench film
''Gadjo Dilo,"
Curris Center
Theater, 7:30
p.m. Free admission.

• Exhibit- Seventeenth Annual
KAEA PurchasePennyrile
Regional High
School Art Exhibition, Upper
Clara M. Eagle
Art Callery.
• Concert- MSU
Symphony
Orchestra Concert, Lovett
Auditorium, 2
p.m. Free admission.
• Play"Roseneran tz
and Guildenstern
are Dead,"
Robert E. Johnson Theater, 2:30
p.m. Free admission with Racercard.

MONDAY
•Ethnic.
programAfrkan-American Advisory
Board meeting,
11:30 a.m.
• Rotary-clubInterest meeting,
Curris Center
Barkl(•y Room,
6:30p.m .
• Hart College Council meeting,
Mr. Gatti's, 6:45
p.m .
• Bridge- Br:idge
for Beginners IV,
Elizabeth College
front lobby, 7
p.m.
• Clark CollegeCouncil meeting,
second floor east
study lounge, 9
p.m.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

•AdmissionsAssociate and
baccalaureate
degree applications due,
Admissions and
Registrar.
•CAB- Campus
Activity Board
meeting, Curris
Center Tennessee
Room, 4:30 p.m.
• Black Student
Council- Meeting, Curris Center Barkley
Room, 6 p.m .
•Recital- Faculty
recital, Farrell
Recital Hall, 8
p.m. Free admission

•ExhibitEastern Kentucky
University Faculty Exhibition,
Clara M. Eagle
Art CaJlery.
• Exhibit- Group
BA/BS Exhibition, Upper Clara
M. Eagle Art
Ga1lery.
•SGA- Student
Government Student Senate
meeting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room,5p.m .
• Elizabeth
College- Council
meeting, Elizabeth back lobby,
9p.m.
• WorshipMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

•ExhibitEastern Kentucky
University Faculty Exhibition,
Clara M. Eagle
Art Callery.
• Exhibi t- Croup
BA/BS Exhibition, Upper Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Recital- Joint
senior recital,
Farrell Recital
Hall, 8 p.m. Free
admission.
•Yoga- Hart College conference
room, 8 p.m. Free
admission
• Hester CollegeShamrock
Shakes, front
lobby, 9 p.m.

CALENDAR, PHONE

762-4480

Music
Review

Oleander centers new album on recent heartbreak

Album:
Oleander
"Unwind"
Gr;ad e: 8Comments: "A
she-has-left
song is good
every once and
a while, but not
on every track."

OR FAX IT TO

762-3175.

FRIDAY
• Book .f airScholastic Book
Fair, Special Education Building
second floor
lobby, 8 a.m . to 1
p.m.
• Play"Roscncrantz
and Guildl•nstcrn
are Dead,"
Robert E. Johnson Theater, 7
p.m. Free admission with Racercard.
• Cinema
InternationalFrench film
"Gadjo Dilo,"
Curris Center
Theater, 7:30
p.m. Free admission.
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BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

Oleander's newest album, ''Unwind,"
is another case of several guys upset
their girls have left them. It seems every
song on the album deals with lost love
and the attempts to get it back.
Songs about lost love are commonplace in many albums being released
right now, but most song writers are
not as blatant and repetitive as Oleander. The music on "Unwind" makes listening to the album a pleasant experience, but only if one does not pay too
much attention to the lyrics.
Perhaps one of the most annoying
~:longs on the album is "Goodbye." It is
ridiculously repetitive, the guitar
chords sound like a donkey with a sore
throat and, again, the lyrics just plain
suck. No amount of bass could hide that
this song was probably recorded to take
up sp ace.
The instrumentals in "Unwind" are
the saving grace of the album, even
though they are nothing out of the ordinary. No fll'eworks will erupt in the lis-

tener's head when the guitar solo
begins. The beat is not bad, but it is
nothing particularly special.
"Unwind" has a good blend of fast
and slow songs. "Back Home Years
Ago" is a relatively slow song that p rovides vocalist Thomas Flowers a chance
to use his voice. It is followed by
"Tightrope," a song with a more melancholic sound. The album then transforms with the adrenaline-charged
"She's up, She's Down."
The blending of tempos puts the listener on a roHer coaster ride of beats
and fast-paced guitar chords. But sometimes a drum beat and fast guitar do not
particularly coincide with the whiney
lyrics.
"Are You There?" is the best song on
the .1lbum because its tone matches its
lyrics perfectly. It is dark and depressing, and seems to match Aowers painstricken voice.
While this may make a great breakup CD for guys to tum down low and
cry to softly, "Unwind" tends to get
tedious as another lovelorn song blares
just as bittersweet as the one before. It is

Top
Albums
1. Dave
Matthews Band
"Everyday"
2. Aerosmith
"Just Push Play''
3. Dirty
"Pimp and Da
Gangsta"
4. Ev~
"Scorpion"
5. Project P;at
"Mista Don't
Play"

Universal Records

Oleander 's sophomore release "Unwind" is a bittersweet blend of catchy beats
and repetitive lyrics about lost love.
almost like these guys want to nnnoy
their girlfriends into going back to
them. A she-has-left song is good every

once and a while, but not on every
track. Oleander needs to get some new
material.

Source: Terrapin
Station and Sunset Boulevard

Pool Days are A lrnost Here!
Spring is in the air • .md before you
know it, it w ill be pool w e,\ther.
M urray Pl,,ce h4\$ a great pool
for MSU students! We also
h.we ,, st,\te-of-the·art fitness
center to help you get in sh.lpe for
the warm we,\ther. We h.we a
new, low rent,ll r.lte right now.
so hurry in c\nd sign up tod\y
before rates increase!
Murray Plclce is the BEST off
C.\rnpus IMng for college students.

II

r
r

to

STOREWIDE

Murray

Plar:e

Rent Starting at

$2 45

4-BR I 4-Bath Unfurnished
Limited Time Only

Luxury Living for College Students

Features Include ...

·~EVERYTHING

FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

1203 Chestnut St., Murray, KY
753-8844

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

perperson
per month

Pool d"ys "re almost here. Don't be left out!

• 4-br 4-bath & 2-br 2-bath
• Private bath off each bedroom
• Fully furnished & unfurnished
available
• FREE washer & dryer in apt
• Individual Leases
• Minutes from campus
• Very high speed Internet
• FREE Cable with HBO &
Cinemax
• Roommate matching
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool table, foosball & stereo
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Lighted tennis court
• State-of-the-art fitness center
• 9-foot ceilings with ceiling fans
in all bedrooms and living room

759-3003 •1700 Lowes Dr. • www.MurrayPiace.com
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'Rosencrantz and Guildenstern' comedic take on 'Hamlet'
BY SCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

If William Shakespeare had
decided to concentrate on the
misadventures of Hamlet's two
friends,
Rosencrantz
and
Guildenstern, he may have created something similar to Tom
Stoppard's "Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are Dead."
The play, which takes place
d uring William Shakespeare's
tragic revenge play, ''Hamlet,"
centers around the bumbling
duo instead of the distraught
prince.
The Tony Award-winning play
is about the events that unfold
when Rosencrantz and Guildenstem are asked to come to Denmark and assess what ails young
Hamlet. Unlike Shakespeare's
"Hamlet," "Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are Dead" is a
comedy.
Throughout the play the title
characters constantly question,
confuse and misunderstand each
other. Several times the two even
become confused on who is
Rosencrantz
and
who is
Guildenstern. Using puns, oxymorons and other silly antics,
the two interact with one anoth·
er in a manner reminiscent of a
"Seinfeld" episode, or Abbott
and Costello's famous "Who's
on First" skit.
Brance Cornelius, senior from
Lexington, and Gregory Milton,
senior from Murray, play Rosencrantz and Guildenstem, respectively. The two have a wonderful
chemistry on stage, which is
essential, especially during the
opening scene in which the two

men contemplate things, like the
events of the day and the effects
of probability.
The script demands Rosencrantz and Guildenstem play off
of one another, creating a constant stream of dialogue. Cornelius and Milton are flawless in
completing this difficult task.
Christopher Niess, visiting
artist, who plays the Player, also
has a wonderful onstage relationship with Cornelius and Milton.
Hamlet, played by Mark
Borum, sophomore from Custer,
was slightly less impressive. In
Shakespeare's ''Hamlet," the title
character is plagued by the death
of his father and the marriage of
his mother by his uncle. This
leads college-aged Hamlet to
contemplate his own suicide and
plan the death of his uncle, the
new king. Hamlet becomes confused and indecisive, drawing
him away from his peers and
family.
Borum's portrayal is not representative of Hamlet. Sure, Hamlet is supposed to be confused,
but throughou t the play Borum
whines and w impers, causing
Hamlet to seem more like a lost
child than a mixed-up teen .
The comic twist of the production, presented by the theater
department, brings laughs to the
audience, while still maintaining
the essence of Shakespeare's
"Hamlet."
"Rosencrantz and Guilden·
stem are Dead" is on today and
tomorrow at 7 p .m. and Sunday
at 2:30 p.m. in the Robert E.
Johnson Theater. Admission is
free with a Racercard .

Jacob Yor k, freshman from Benton; Christopher Niess, visiting artist; Dennis Frymire, senior from Carmi, Ill; Carey Snyder, freshman from Williamsburg; and D.J. Kelley, junior from Mobile, Ala., perform a scene from '4 Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead."

Photos by Laura Deaton
(Above) Gregory Milton (right), senior from Murray, playing Guildenstern, talks
about probablillty with Brance Cornelius, senior from Lexington, who plays Rosencrantz. (Right) Mark Borum, sophomore from Custer, portrays Hamlet.

March Pizza Madness
804 Chestnut St.
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Come visit Gatti Land!

Fri.·Sun. 11 a.m.·IO p .m.

All Day Buffet Sat. 8 Sun.

Iwww~thenews.org I
"Reality is whatever you make it."
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Ttdtool cmd Bod~ Piercinss
Are you ready for !ipring Break?
• Artwork by: Stash • $1 0 off any tattoo
• $5 off any body piercing 759·5600
1415 1/2 Main St. 100% state approved reality@murray·ky.net
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Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
Where Families Come Togtlher

Remember!

• Are you pregnant?
Unable to parent at this ume?

•

WE CANHELPI
• cou!tseUng PfOVI<Ied
• Pregnancy expenses p aid
• You choose loving parents
Call Toll Free
Day (800) ~2·5245
Evening (800) 820~091
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Lecture series promotes
interracial relationships
BY ERIN MATTHEWS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The former vice president and
director of "Sesame Street"
research will help the College of
llducation with its campus-wide
multicultural lecture series next
week.

Valeria Lovelace, current head of
the educational research company
Media Transformation, will promote the interracial friendships
between people at Murray State.
Janis Murphy, assistant professor of educational studies, leadership and counseling and the conference coordinator, said society
must get rid of cultural stereotypes
and that this series has already
helped bring together people of all
different cultural backgrounds and
ages.
"We, a:- people, need to realize
that we need to get along in this
world," Murphy said.
The lecture series focuses on the
role mOOia plays in children's pe.rceptions of race relations, and
ways to improve and teach children better race relationships.
Murphy said the series celebrates
differences of cultures along with
what they have in common.
Two different events take place
on Monday. 'A question and
answer session with Lovelace will
be held from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. in
Wells Hall room 118. Another leelure 0n understanding diversity
r~search and the media will be in
the same room from 2:30 to 4:30

Russian holy man intrigues professor.
character, but I don't think he
was at all like that," Fuhrmann
said. "He was a holy man, he
was a ladies man and he drank
heavily, but he wasn't evil."
Part of the misunderstanding
may stem from the popular
movies made about the last
Czar of Russia, Fuhrmann said.
'"Anastasia'
was
just
garbage," Fuhrmann said. "It
could have been so much better
if it was closer to the truth, but
it wasn't."
Rasputin's mysterious death
has further contributed to the
mythological status he has
attained.
"J do not think he was super
human or in anyway supernaturally avoided death, but I do
think he had a gift of healing."
Fuhrmann said. "He healed
Alexis (the crown prince of
Russia) for lO years."
Fuhrmann said he resents the
comparisons people make
between Rasputin and the notorious characters from more
recent history because they are
simply untrue.
"One thing you often read
about Rasputin is that his eyes
had a hypnotic effect,"
Fuhrmann said. "That's an area
where some people compare
him to Manson or someone like
him."
Said Fuhrmann: "Rasputin
was not an evil person, he
never killed anyone or intentionally hurt anyone as far as I
know."

BY WINDY MOHEAD
STAFF WRITER

p.m. Both are open and free of
charge to students, faculty and
staff.
On Tuesday Lovelace will dis.:
cuss her experiences with children's
television
programs
"Sesame Street" and "Dora the
Explorer," which helps teach
young children Spanish. The lecture will be held from 4:30 to 7:30
p.m in the Wrather Museum auditorium.
The series comes to a close on
Wednesday with two final lectures
about developing curriculum to
promote positive race relations.
Although the registration period
for the lectures has passed, Murphy said people will be admitted if

History professor Joseph
Fuhrmann has been intrigued
by Rasputin since his sophomore year in college.
"He ~emed to be the one
Russian everyone knew about
when they found out I studied
Russian history," Fuhrmann
said.
Fuhrmann is an expert on
Russian history and has
appeared on the History Channel, A & E and has written
"World Book" articles about
Rasputin and the Russian royal
family.
"Any time one of our faculty
is highlighted nationally, it further shows that our University
is serious about scholarship/'
said Ken Wolf, acting history
department chair
Fuhrmann also published a
biography of Rasputin in 1990.
Fuhrmann started research on
another biography last year
because more information
about the holy man has surfaced.
"Dr. Fuhrmann is probably
our most prolific scholar," Wolf
said. "He's written five books,
all well written and interest·
ing."
Fuhrmann said the general
public has a somewhat skewed
opinion of Rasputin.
"People seem to see him as
weird, a Charles Manson-type

Murray Calloway
Animal Shelter

l.dura Deaton/The News

Joseph F uhrmann, history professor, h as appeared on the History C h a nnel a nd·A&E for his wor k o n Raspu tin.
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81 Shelter Ln.
Murray, KY 42071

Hair Designs
305 N . 12th
SqutAre

Univ~rsitsy

759-4141

N.:oN

B~~:&«H

.

Tanning & Storage Aental
?.fSU Stu4ent5
10% discount off tanni~ Packaees.
lotions. and swlmwear with MSU 1.0.

Hours

Mon. .nus.,
8 a.m.· 10 P.m.
Ai. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

753-MANE

Call "The Murray State News" for information about
advertising your church services: 762-4478

Me m orial Baptist Church

First Baptist Church

First United Methodist Church

Pastor: Art Heinz

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

8ervlcM: Sunday 9 a.m.-11 a.m .• 6p.m.

753-3333

Location: 2772 94 E. 753·6695

Wednesda 7 .m.
'"Help for Hurting People•

-

Dr. Wendell Ray-

Sunday School 9:30 a .m .
M orning \Norsh1p 10:46 a.m .
Evening Worship 6 p.m.
Wed . Worship 6:36 p.m.

:203 S . 4 th

S t..

Goshen United Methodist Church
9:00 a.m. Worship
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Praise, Prayer, & Worship
For Transportation Call: 759-1620

Join us for worship & praise!

753-J 182
Reverend Larry Daniel
Minister of Discipleship • Norma Reed

Sunday School 9:50a.m.
Church 11:00 a.m.
753-3812

Pregnant? Scared?
Call 753·0700
Free Pregnancy Test
~ Information About ALL Choices
Q1 Caring and Confidential Help

Q1

P edicures
$20 un til Spring B reak

1506 Chestnut Street
(across from the I&T Building)

0 &··s,.e-tuuia/t 0 cry) r..J) "a/

www.LHouse.org
IJFF.HOUSE
Care Center

All services free of charge.
member of

73 7 7 Johnson Blvd.
767-0760

~
., ....................... .

www . esse ntloldoyspo . com

PART-TIME WORK
with
LIFE TIME BENEFITS

Publications: Julie Hallemeier
Guards:
Erin Tolliver
Kristin Pyle
Mary Owler
Ashley Hailstan
Alpha Gamma Delta

Afil

Congratulations to Miss Paducah
Kaci Greer

*FREE
TUITION
.
*$ 8000 BONUS
*Officer Programs
Positions Available

CiilNA l'UfffT
10% Off with MSV Student ID

All
You
Can
Eat
Buffet
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad &Ice Cream
OPEN DAILY
• Mon.- Thur.: 10:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.

• Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
• Sun.: I 0:30 a.m.- 9:30p.m.

Military Pollee. Intelligence. Aviation Mechanics.
Electronics, Special Forces, etc.

1-800-GO-GUARD
KY NATIONAL GUARD

600 N 12th St. (Next door to Taco John's)
Central Shopping Center • Murray

I.~ ~

~ (270) 753-8916
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Govs' Hassell
proved he's
not that great
First, some random thoughts from my
last Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
as "The News" sports editor before I get to
Mr. Clarksville, Tenn., himself, Trenton
Hassell.
• The Eastern Dli- Sports Talk
nois Pink Panther
dance team in one
word, "Wow!" Not
only are they gorgeous, but they dance
in sync to the rhythm.
They can also dance to
different beats, not just
fast songs.
• Why does every
jASON
band in the conference BILLINGSLEY
have the same two core
songs?
"He MAY
• For those Murray
HAVE THE
State fans who paid
SKILLS, BUT
$40 for a tournament
booklet and didn't HE LACKS THE
attend Saturdays two
games, you didn't get LEADERSHIP
THE OVC
your money's worth.
Those had to be the
PLAYER OF
two best back-to-back
THE YEAR
championship games
ever.
SHOULD
• Which giune was
HAVE."
better, MSU vs. SEMO
in 1999 when Aubrey Reese hit "The Shot"
or this year with ''The Goal tend?" My call
is 1999 was a better overall game
• No matter your opinion on the last
second goaltending call, Austin Peay
should have never been in that position in
the first place.
• Since I covered the women's game
Feb. 27, the last two Racer gamesT covered
were two of the worst losses in school history.
• How does a team recover psychologically from these last two losses? That is the
question that will be asked for the next
eight months. It's going to be the most
interesting offseason in some time for the
Racers.
Now for Hassell, the OVC's Player of
the Year. I fi~ I was going to eat crow
about last week's column through his first
70 minutes of basketball this weekend. But
when the Governors needed their hometown star the most, he disappeared.
How can he simply disappear? He is not
a lrue leader, and he never should have
won that award by himself. He may be a
first-round pick and his style may get him
by in the NBA, but he was not the best
player in the OVC this year.
The thing ESPN, "Sports Dlustrated"
and "Playboy" do not get is they saw Hassell's skills at a predraft camp, and
assumed he was the best player in the conference. He may have the skills, but he
lacks the leadership the OVC Player of the
Year should exhibit.
He made the incredible plays a player of
his stature should make in the biggest
game of the season early in Saturday's
game. But when Kyle Hill and Henry
Domercant started to lead EJU back, he
disappeared. He did not call for the ball or
dominate the game. He left that to EIU's
star duo.
If Isaac Spencer and the Racers were in
the position APSU was in Saturday, MSU
would be in the NCAA Tournament.
Spencer would put the team on his back
and carry them to victory.
Hassell did not speak with the media
after the game. Even though his last two
losses were two of the worst in the school's
history, Spencer talked to the media. After
Reese's 1-for-18 day in last year's OVC
Championship, he talked to the media.
Theanthony Haymon of Austin Peay, the
player who had the goaltend called
against him, talked to the media after the
game. For being the star player he is, Hassell showed he was not his team's leader.
Austin Peay fans on the OVC message
board on ESPN.com were calling for
Coach Dave Loos' resignation after the
game. They need to direct their frustration
toward their hometown hero.
Of the five players who made the AllOVC First Team (Hill, Domercant, Hassell,
Spencer and larrie Smith of Tenne!i;ee
Tech), I would pick Hassell last for my
team, even though he may have the most
ability of those players. 1expect a star play·
er to put his team on his back if necessary
to carry his teammates to victory, something Hassell has proved he cannot do.
If there is any justice about the tournament, it's that Hill put on one of the best
individual perfonnances in OVC history,
and NBA scouts in attendance will think
of drafting him, or Spencer, before Hassell.

Jason Billingsley is tlte sports editor for "The
Murray State News."

EIU wins first OVC
tourney since joining
league in 1996
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Ryan Brooks/The News

Rob Henry (left) and John Thorsen (right) hug Henry Domercant after Eastern DJinois won the
OVC Tournament Championship, and an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament, on Saturday.

Racers ' championship streak ends
BY JASON BILUNGSLEY
SPORTS EoiTOR

Some Murray State fans call Nash\'ille's Gnylord
Entertainment Center "Racer Arena South" bl>eause of
the Racers past success there, but that nickname may
be dead after the R.1cers' 97-71 lo::.s in the OVC Tourn,lment St'mifinals on Mnrch 2.
It was their worst OVC Tournament loss since 1949,
a 71-43 lrn;s to Eastern Kentucky. The loss also endt'CI
MSU's 11-year streak of rcilching the championship
game of the tourney.
The Eastern lllinois Panthers (20-9) outrebounded
the Racers (17-12) 46-25. TI1ey also shot 53 percent
from the field (63 percent in the first half), compared
to MSU's 39 percent.
"When a team is shooting that way, it's extremely
difficult to stay with them," Racer Head Coach
Tevester Anderson said. "They also rebounded the
ball extremely well, something I didn't think they
could do against us. That surprised me more than
anything else.''
Anderson looked shell-shocked as he sat down for
the post-game press conference.
"1 have a lot of questions myself about what ha~
pened tonight," Anderson said. "We ran into a fine,
well<oached Eastern Illinois team ... We didn't play
our normal game. You have to take your hats off to
them. Everything they threw up went in and everything we threw up bounced out."
EIU Head Coach Rick Samuels said his staff wanted
to control the Racers' outside shooting. In the teams'
previous meeting, Justin Burdine, junior from Savannah, Tenn., and Chris Shumate, sophomore from
Louisville, helped MSU win by double digits.
'We made them earn what shots they got," Samuels
said. "In our last game with Murray State, their outside got them back in the game, so we extended our
defense.''
Andel'!'on said the slow start of Issac Spencer, senior
from Montgomery, Ala., inside the paint and the Racers' cold c.hooting from the outside played into
Samuels' defensive scheme.
"We went inside a lot, the ball was there but nothing went in," Anderson s.1id. ~If Ike had hit inside
early on, I think it would have changed their strategy
a little bit. Ike wa:;n't hitting shots, and our outside
guys didn't hit their open jump shots, so that hurt us
quite a bit."
EIU's Ali-OVC First Te.1m duo t)f Kyle I !ill and
Henry Domercant exploded for 28 and 22 points,
respecti\'ely, while Panther point guard Matt Britton
quieted Racer fans' chants of "Rogaine" when he
touched the ball by scoring 16 points with a team-high
St.•ven as:;i~ts.
Domercant s.11d there were still some things he

Ryan BrookfJThe Nt•ws

Jan Thompson beat Justin Burdine, junior
from Savannah, Tenn., for the opening tip, and
EIU coasted to victory from there.
could improve on.
"Coach alw.1ys tells us U1ere's no such thing as a perfect game, so there's definitely some things we can do
better," Domercant said. "1 know personally I missed
some block outs and we definitely need to stay strong
on the boards."
Spencer said this l~s might be something for the
returning Racers to grow on.
'This is something I think the team will grow on
over the summer," Spencer said. 'They're going to
remember last year, and with everybody coming back
I think they're going to be a dangerous team. They're
going to be motivated to do better down here."
Spencer led 'the Racers with 22 points, bt.><:oming
Murray State's No. 2 all-rime leading scorer and No. 4
all-time scorer in OVC history.
Some Murray State fans were upset at EIU's starters
staying in the game until about the two-minute mark,
long after many felt the EIU lead was saft·
Said Samuels: "Murray's bl>en a chnmpion for so
long and they got back in the game agam~t us dO\\'l\
there, so we just want(•d to make sure we took care of
the belli and protl'Cted the lead.''
/.

Even when Eastern Illinois was trailing by 21 points in the second half of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Championship against Austin Peay, the Panthers never gave up.
With that determination, the Panthers went on a 33-11 run in the
last nine minutes of the game to complete one of the greatest comebacks in OVC Tournament history with an 84-83 victory. .
''To come back in this game is the thrill of a lifetime," said EIU
Head Coach Rick Samuels. ''It's a memory we'll carry for a long
time. This is one of those stories I doubt will get bigger as we get
older. I don't see how it can get any bigger now.''
The Panthers trailed by one with 15.2 seconds remaining and
used their last timeout to set up their final possession. AII-OVC
guard Kyle Hill received a pass from Matt Britto~ and took a 15foot running jump shot from outside the lane with three seconds
left. The ball fell short of the rim, and EIU's Jan Thompson looked
to get a putback basket.
Theanthony Haymon of Austin Peay then sent the ball into the
EIU cheerleaders on the endline, but the official called Haymon's
block goal tending with 0.6 seconds left in the game to give the Panthers their first lead of the contest.
"I thought I got it clean," Haymon said. "I was just trying to time
it as it left his hand, 1guess I didn't."
The G<wemors' last chance at salvaging a victory with a crosscourt pass was unsuccessful, and Eastern Illinois celebrated its first
OVC Tournament Championship since joining the league in 1996
amid the thrown cups from protesting Austin Peay fans.
"You get breaks during the course of a season," Samuels said.
"We made this break. We put ourselves in a position to get a
chance to win.''
APSU Head Coach Dave Loos would not comment on·the goaltend call. Austin Peay forward Trenton Hassell, the OVC Player of
the Year, did not speak to the media after the game.
Hill was the tournament's Most Valuable Player, scoring 31
points in the championship game and setting a new record with 99
points in the three tournament game:;.
Hill said the EIU bench never gave up, even when things looked
bleak for the Panthers.
"just like Coach told us in the huddle, anything can happen;
there's still time to win this game," HiU said. "The guys on the
bench kept saying, this isn't our last game, this isn't our last game.
It just kind of crept into my head that it wasn't over.
"It's been like this aU year," Hill said whilt> choking back tears.
''There's a couple of wins this year we shouldn't have won. We
shouldn't have won tonight's game ... lt seemt>d like the stage was
set for us.''
Panther forward Henry Domercant, a member of the AU-Tournament Tt>am, s.1id he wanted the win for Hill and the other
seniors, who had their eyes set on a trip to the NCAA Tournament.
"I remember so many times this year just calling Kyle on the
phone at midnight and saying how we had to get to Nashville, we
got to go to the NCAA," ht~ said. "(I said) 'it's your year, you're a
senior.' I wanted it so bad for the seniors, we
seemed to get closer and closer {each
year). Luckily, God just blessed us.''
Hassell led APSU in scoring with 21
points on 9-for-21 shooting from the
field, while joe Williams had a double-double with 20 points and 10
rebounds. Haymon contributed 18
points, while Nick Stapleton had 11.
Domercant was the only other EIU
player in double figures with 20
points.
Five of the teams' last six meetings
have been decided within four points.
The exception was a 107-100 double overtime Panthers' victory in the OVC Tournament first round last year.
"We've had too many games, with too
many comebacks by each team to think
that," Loos said when asked if his team had
thought they had won the game early.
"We've had a series of games with Eastern
Illinois where one team would get a significant lead and the other would come
back. It's been like that for six games.
"You'\·e got 40 minutes out there
to get it done," he said. "For the
last eight minutes or so we didn't get it done. We were up 19
with eight minutes to go, we
should take care of that.
We're all just shocked right
now."
Eastern Illinois will
learn who and where they
play in the NCAA Tournament Sunday at
5:30 p.m. on CBS.

OVC Player of the Year Trenton Hassell scored 21 points in Saturday's
championship game. but did not
score in the last 4:14 of the game.
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SpottiJIIIt
Brett McCutchan,
C heryl Gralwn
Brett McCu tchan
land Cheryl Graham are in this
week's Racer
Sportlight.
McCutchan,
soph omore from
Evansville, Ind..,
was selected as
Ohio Valley Conference Player of
the Week for
games played last
week. MCCutchan
batted .368 with
one home run,
three doubles~ six
RBls and seven
runs ~ored as the
Thoroughbreds
won fou r of five

games.
Graham, sophomore from
Peachtree City,
Ga., defeated
l<atie Locke of St.
Louis 6--0, 6--2 in a
s ingles match at
St. Louis last
week. Graham
also joined with
l!rica Heshelman,
sophomore from
IRoclcton, Jll., to
win doubles
matches against
St. Louis and
Memphis.

Fastf:act
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Spencer named to NABC Team,
OVC All-Tournament Team
Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., was named to the National
Association
of
Basketball
Coaches/Chevrolet Division I All-District 7 Second Team.
The teams, which the NABC coaches
select, rL>cognize the best men's collegiate basketball student-athletes. Five
first-team and five second-team players
were selected from each of 15 districts.
Spencer averaged 21.6 points, 7.1
rebounds and 3.8 assists per game this
season. He shot nearly 50 percent from
the field and nearly 70 percent from the
free throw line while averaging almost
36 minutes per game. He scored 2,248
points in his career at MSU.
At the Ohio Valley Conference men's
basketball tournament last weekend,
Spencer was named to the All-Tournament Team, becoming the only player in
OVC history to be so honored four
times. Spencer averaged 32 points per
game in the OVC Tournament, including a career-high 42 points in MSU's
first round defeat of Tennessee State.

Ohio Valley Conference invites
Samford, Jacksonville State
The Ohio Valley Conference voted
Saturday to add two teams to the conference. Jacksonville (Ala.} State and

OnMarch9,
1949~ the first
Associated Press
Top 25 poll of
sportswriters was
published, including its season-final
f>9ll, traditionally
released prior to
the NIT and
NCAA tournaments. 'The University of Kentucky was the
fin;t-evcrNo. 1mnked college
basketball team.

~su

Overall

().()

10-3
7-4
6-4
7-5
S-4
4-9
1-5
1-10

().()
SEMO
Morehead 0-0
APSU
0-0
EKU
0-0

TfU
ElU

0·0
().()

UT-Martin 0-0

Austin Peay women defeat
Tennessee Tech for OVC title
Austin Peay will send one team to the
NCAA Tournament as its women's
team defeated No. 1 seed Tennessee
Tech 65-63, marking the second time in
two days an APSU team h ad sent a Tech
team home this postseason. (Austin
Peay upset TIU in the second round of
the men's tournament.)
Austin Peay led the game most of the
way, but Tech pulled within two and
got the final shot. OVC Player of the
Year Janet Holt, who led all scorers with
34 points, missed a mid-range jumper in
_, the lane as time expired, giving APSU
the two-point victory.
TIU, who set OVC records in threepointers attempted and made in its

ovc Baseball

OVC Baseball
Standings
ovc

Samford will be invited to join. The
two institutions have until April 30 to
determine whether to accept.
OVC Commissioner Dan Beebe said
the league wants to expand after losing
Middle Tennessee State to the Sun Belt
Conference as well as former football
member Western Kentucky. Beebe said
the OVC will con tinue to explore expansion possibilities, but would not name
schools in which the league is interested. The OVC currently has seven
schools competing in football and nine
in basketball.

M11th 11
Kffll at E.&ttrrn K<ntu<~y 10 .Lm
Younpown SU~ 11 Mon!hHd SUtr t2p.m.
Bndlry a1Murr•y5wr I p.m.
T-Mutin II A:w.-.uw.. RDd. I

Schedule
M..mh9
Sou~.~>t Ml'OOUI\ vs. l'rin<nlo111:30 il-m.

IUI'Ul •t MorrhuJ Slatr I p m (OH)
Wngfll StAte •t Eaoto:m Ktntudy I:Jil p.m.

lA>Itrn llllnooJ$ It AloiMnuo-Bormtnglum 2
pm,
V~lp•••'"" •t Ato,lln Pe•y • p.m.

p.m.

ultom lllJnoil at Ai.tballll·llinninslwn I
p.m.
WnR!'t St.~•• uotem Kt'nludy l:JO p.m.
V1lp.or.t.bo 11 Au•tin P~•Y 2 p.m.
Ton,_ To'<h at Mi.tdle Tenn....., Sute 2

rm

PA

Middle,1".nnn-SW,at y..,._ T«b"2
p.m.
Youn5JIOwn SUI~ at Morl'h<ad Slatr4 p.m.

MSU Sports Schedule
JU~ •

Women's tennis loses three
straight matches in St. Louis
After winning four of its first seven
matches of the year, the Murray State
women's tennis team lost three straight
in St. Louis on March 2 and Saturday.
MSU lost 7-0 to DePaul, 4-3 to St. Louis
and 5-2 to Memphis.
MSU earned only three singles winstwo against St. Louis and one against
Memphis.
Melissa Spencer, freshman from
Roswell, Ga., defeated St. Louis' Jayasree Kuruvilla 6--1, 6-3 in No. 1 singles.
Cheryl Graham, sophomore from
Peachtree City, Ga., also won her match
against St. Louis, defeating Katie Locke
6-0, 6-2. Annette Steen, sophomore from
Oslo, Norway, won in No. 6 singles
over Memphis' Laura Hughes 6-1, 6-2.

Intramural VolleybaU

....

Resldenllll Colepsllnd.
T.....tay
Reg..'flts vs. Hart 9;30 p.m.
H<'ll~r va. Whit~ 10:15 p.m.

BSU v&.

R~ts

II p.m.

Thu....Uy

Xo

pm.

M•tthiO
~~ •tli..u~ern Ktnt..Oy 10 a.m.
IUPUl•t Moro"'-'•d >tot~ lOam
Bradley 11 Murr•v Stat• 12 p m. 10HJ
T~Manln AI Arkansu-Uttlt Rod. I
(ott)
Valp.u.llio at AU5tin l'eay 2 p.m.
£Uiml UHnob II A~·8~nnlnillam 2

semifinal win over Tennessee-Martin,
made just one of five three point
attempts in the championship game.
Holt was the only TIU player to score
in double figures. Austin Peay had
th ree, led by Paige Smith with 16 points.
The All-Tournament Team consisted
of Smith, Gerlonda Hardin and Brooke
Armistead from Austin Peay, Holt and
Misty Garrett of Tech and Morehead
State's Travece Turner. Armistead was
named the tournament's Most Valuable
Player.

VI

tiArt ~=Jilp m.

Cluk VI, Fronklln 7:15 r m.
~,. vs. White 8 p m.

NCM Ch•mplonahlpt Fri.-Sun. 11

Ohio SUit
.-....u . nllndloy(DH)S.turdoyatNo."'
"- s.,dlry Sun l p.m.
at Ole Mia. T.-.uy 6:30pm.
at Olo Mm W~y 6-.)(l p.m.
Tmnh • II SEMO Mondoy 2 p m.
vs. ~....-i!WTh~ 2JO p.m.
.....•• Ttllllit - vw. F.v.,.,lllo Wem-tay

w_..•,

2:30p.m.

MSU won the doubles point against
St. Louis and Memphis, winning five of
the six matches. Spencer and Kerry-Lea
Glass, junior from Alpharetta, Ga., beat
Kuruvilla and Vicki Zielinski of St. Louis
8-5 and Tina Ladyman and Sabrina Lindeman of Memphis 8-3. Erica Heshelman, sophomore from Rockton, lli., and
Graham defeated Locke and Ingrid
Abony of St. Louis 8-5 and Betsy Card
and Annika Westberg of Memphis 9-7.
Maria Alonte, junior from Milwaukee,
Wis., and Steen defeated Sumitra Ras
and Rebecca Garner of Memphis 8-3.
The losses drops MSU's record to 4-6.

Rugby falls to Kentucky
The rugby team lost 38-31 to the University of Kentucky at the intramural
fields Saturday.
"Injuries hurt us, but we kept it a
close game," said justin French, freshman flyhalf from Puryear, Tenn.
Geoffrey GainforJ, senior from Murray, and Jeremy Baker, senior from
Morganfield, both scored twice for
MSU. Patrick Schwartzkopf, junior from
Alton, Ill., scored once.
MSU will travel to jonesboro, Ark., on
Saturday to play Arkansas State University.

Sports Briefly is compiled by Justin McGill,
assistant sports editor.
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in Racer Arena.
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Murray State students named
KIPA Journalists of the Year
Two members of The Murray State News staff hove
been named Journalists of the Year by The Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.
Greg Stork, o senior print journalism major from
Paducah, and lisa Wheat, a senior print journalism major from
Charlevoix, Mich., were honored Saturday ot the KIPA convention at Eastern Kentucky University. Stark is associate editor of
The Murroy State News and also works port time o t The
Marshall County Tribune -Courier ond Wheot is news editor of
the student newspaper.
In addition to the Journalist of the Yeor award, Wheat
captured first place in four of the 32 categories. Stark had one
first place award and four second place owords. Stork also
placed third in the copy editing competition held ot the convention and Wheat won third in the deadline writing competition.
Students from 14 colleges and universities in the
Commonwealth submitted 887 entries in the annual owords
competition.
Receiving first place owords from Murroy State were:
• lisa Wheat: news story; investigative reporting;
news analysis and special reports; news photo;
• Jason Votes, Mayfield, editor in chief: news
analysis and special reports; editorial;
• Marci Owen, Hopkinsville: news analysis and
special reports;
• Melissa Stoneberger, Tennyson, Ind., college life
editor: news analysis and special reports;
• Greg Stork: general interest column;
• Dorin Shock, Owensboro: editorial cartoon;
• Robert Pieroni, Morion, Ill., graphics editor:
informational graphics;

lisa Wheat
and Greg Stark,
KIPA Journalists
of the Year

Re ceiving second place were:
• Joson Ya tes: continuing news; overall layout;
I
• Ma rci Owe n: continuing news;
• Jonathon Watkins, Henderson: continuing news;
• Greg Storie personality profile; overall layout;
front pa ge layout; feoture page layout;
• Erin Richards, Ellisville, Mo., : featu re story;
• Joson Billingsley, Buncombe, Ill., sports editor:
sports game story; spo rts feature sto ry;
• liso Wheot: sports news;
• Sam Aguia r, Murray: spo rts column;
• ,Erin Bruner, Maceo, Ky.: advertising copy;
advertising ca mpaig n;
• Melissa Vinson, Co lvert City : house ad;
advertising design;
Third place owards went to:
• Loree Stark, Paducah, viewpoint editor: news
a na lysis a nd special re ports; general interest
column; o pinion poge;
• Jess Ad kins, Florence, Ky.: editorial cartoon;
• Gre g Stark: best special section; copy editing;
• Melissa Vinson: ad campaign;
• Laura Dea ton, le xington: photo essoy; news
photo; feature photo;
• Ryan Brooks, las Vegas, p hoto editor: photo essay;
• lisa W heat: dead line writing;

Honorable mention awards were received by:
• Joson Yates: news story; front page layout;
• C. Ryan Shelton, Owensboro: investigative
reporting;
• lisa Wheat: continuing news;
• Melissa Stoneberger: personality profile; feature
story; sports column;
• Alyson McNutt English, Murray: general interest
column;
• Loree Stork: editorial;
• Greg Stark: opinion page; sports page design;
• Sam Aguiar: sports game story;
• Jason Billingsley: sports news story; sports
column;
• louro Deaton: original illustration;
• Ryon Brooks: feature page layout; original
illustration; feature photo; sports photo;
Justin McGill, Cadiz, assistant sports editor, won two
awards for his work ot News & Views, the student newspaper
at Hopkinsville Community College. He received second place,
sports feature story, and honorable mention, sports column.
McGill transferred to Murray State this semester.
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Butta, Alpha Gamma Delta win intramural championships
Ryart Brooks/

BY KEVIN THOMAS

The News

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ATO
Brent
U n de r bill.

With a championship caliber
performance, Butta defeated
Alpha Tau Omega 50-46 and
Alpha Gamma Delta defeated
Springer College 24-20 to close
the intramura l basketball season
March 1 in Racer Arena.
"It ought to be a physical
game," ATO Coach Rob Cutthoff said before the game. "It
should be a good game with
both teams being undefeated."
Cutthoff could not have been
more right. ATO contro lled the
first half of p lay, at o ne time
owning a nine-point lead. But
Butta did not let the game get
out of control, and cut the halftime deficit to seven points at
19-12.
The physical play by both
teams continued in the second
half as Butta battled back. A

senior
from
Murray,
shoots
over
Butta's Calvin
Wi l lia m s,
sophomore
from Mar tin,
Tenn., du ring

Butta's 50-46
overtime victory In the men's
intram u ral
championship.

strong team effort that brought
Butta within two left A TO
scrambling at the 16:23 mark of
the second half.
Alpha Tau Omega would not
surrender, and added 'to its lead
to go up by six with seven min·
utes to play. Then Butta went on
an 11-4 run and took the lead 3231 with 3:55 remaining.
From that point, the teams put
on a show as the intensity in
Racer Arena increased. With
15.4 seconds left Butta trailed by
three and had possession of the
ball. Paul johnson, junior from
Louisville, stepped up in the
clutch, hitting a three-point shot
with 12.3 seconds left in regulation, making the score 39-39.
The game was headed to overtime.
With 2:47 left to play in overtime, the score was still knotted,
43-43.

ATO was unable to capitalize
on its chances from the free
throw line and Butta took
advantage, winning the game
50-46.
"Throughout the entire season everyone was calling us
underdogs; all we wanted was
a little respect," said Butta
p layer Bo Alexander, sophomore from Hickman.
High scorers for Butta were
Byron Phelps, freshman from
Martin, Tenn., who had 12
points, and Johnson, who finished with nine poin ts. ATO
was led by John Blane, junior
from Hopkinsville, with a
game-high 14 points, and
David G reene, junior from
Murray, who had 12 points.
The first half of the women's
championship was a seesaw battle. Both teams p layed physical
defense and quality shots were

at a premium. Neither the Cams
nor Springer held a lead of more
than one point, and at half time
the Cams were leilding 13-12.
The Cams went on an 8-1 run
to start the second half and it
looked as though Springer
would be put away without a
fight.
But Springer would not fold
so easily, going on a late second
half run of its own that cut the
lead to 21-18 with 1:11 to play in
the game.
During the final minute Sara
Williams, senior from Murray,
went 3-for-4 from the free-throw
line, which ended up being too
much for Springer to overcome.
Williams was the Cams high
scorer with 12 points. She and
her teammates had one specific
goal in mind .
Said Williams: "We did it all
for the T-shirts."

MSU loses offensive, defensive coordinators Committee encourages athletes
Bv JusTIN McGILL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Racer Head Coach joe Pannunzio
now has a new challenge two weeks
before spring practice stnrts, replace
his top two assistant coaches.
Last week, Rick Courtright, defensive coordinator, announced h e
would leave Murray State to accept
the s.1me position at Wes tern Lllinois.
On Tuesday, Dan Werner, offensive coordinator, announced he had
accepted a position at Miami (Fla.)
University as quarterback coach .
"Not only were they good coaches,
they were good guys and good citizens," Athletics Director E.W. Dennison said. "They fit in real well and
were well respected in the community. It' s Murray State's loss, but it's
the community of Murray's loss,
too.''
Dennison said Courtright likely
made the move to WIU to reunite
w ith a friend on the coaching staff.
" We loved him," Dennison said .
"He did a good job here."

Courtright s pent one season at
MSU and has 12 years of coaching
experience, including one year as
Hendricks (Minn.) High School head
coach in 1988-89, and two years as
Unive rsity of Idaho linebacker coach
and recruiting coordinator before
joining MSU last season.
He was the University of Washington assis tant offensive line coach for
the 1991 national championship
team .
~ Dennison said Werner's move to
Miami is upward.
"It's certainly a move up for him/'
Dennison said. "It's a great opportunity for him."
'
Werner also spent only one season
at MSU and has been a coach for 17
years. He began his coaching career
as a college student, offering his services to three western Michigan high
schools.
As a quarterback coach at Miami,
Werner worked with future Heisman
Trophy winner Gino Toretta and
Heisman candidates Steve Walsh
and Craig Erickson.

Werner was part of two national
championship teams: 1987 as a graduate assistant and quarterback coach,
and in 1989 as a volunteer assistant
coach.
Dennison said the timing of Courtright and Werner's departures put a
good deal of pressure on the football
p rogram since spring practice is
schedu led to begin in about two
weeks.
"Everyone knows that games are
won and lost in the spring," Dennison said. " We're in a desperate situation. We're going into spring when
you put in your defenses and offenses, and we don't have a coordinator
on either side of the ball. It's going to
be tough to get that done.''
Despite the timing, Pannunzio said
selections for the two positions will
be made carefully.
"In this business there's plenty of
people that are looking for jobs like
this to come up," Pannunzio said.
"We're going to open up the process
and find the best coaches that will
make the best fit for our program."

to change negative image
Bv SAM

AGUIAR

STAFF WRITER

The Student Athlete Advisory Commit·
tt..-e is trying to change the negative images

surrounding modem atPiletes.
SAAC, in its sixth year on Murray State's
campus, is composed of MSU athletes and
dedicates its time toward helping community members.
The group has worked with the Murray
Woman's Club Breakfast with Santa, the
Read Across America campaign, Make A
Difference Day and a local soup kitchen.
SAAC president Josh McKeel, junior
from Murray and a tight end for the Racer
football team, said tlUs service not only fulfills the goals of the organization, but also
helps to strengthen the reputation of athletes on campus.
"There have been some things this year
that have hurt the image of athletes," McKeel said. "But we are trying to brush that
image under the rug a bit and help out the
cornmuruty. Athletes are an important part
of MSU and we are trying to reach out."
Each sport has one representative on

SAAC, which meets the first Thursday of
each month.. Along with McKeel, other
officers in the organization include Vice
President jeremy Grantham, senior golfer
from Mayfield; Secretary Ann Proctor,
senior rifle shooter from Garden City,
Mich.; and Treasurer Kcrri Shields, senior
women's basketball guard from Edgewood . Assistant Athletic Director Margaret
Simmons is the adviser.
Currently, SAAC is trying to organi7.e
functions for all of the athletes to attend
and enjoy themselves.
''Throughout the yt>ar, we try to pick out
a home event for each !>port and get all of
the other athletes to attend and support
each other," Shields said.
The organi/. ation also attempts to promote communication between the athletics
department and athletes.
"If there is ever a suggestion from students or an issue pertaining to sty.dent·athletes, we would like for them to voice themselves at our meewigs," McKeel said. ''We
also encourage organizations to contact us
if they are in nt"L>d of help on a service project."
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Rifle team looks to hit bullseye 'Breds off to best start in 18 years
during .24th NCAA Championship
STAFF REPORT

The Thoroughbreds (104) lost a
heartbreaker at the University of
Memphis 54 on Wednesday, but
still ha,·e one of the best starts in
recent history.
Murray State reached 10 wins in
13 games after its win Sunday
against Northern lllinois, equaling
the pace set by the 1983 team.
On Wednesday the 'Breds took a
4·1 lead into the ninth inning, but
the host Tigers scored four in the
ninth to snatch a victory.
Preston Hesley, senior from Paducah, retired the first 14 batters he
faced and sat down 10 straight
before giving up a lead off walk in
the ninth inning. After the Tigers'
center fielder singled and stole sec·
ond, Rick McCarty, junior from
Campbellsville, came on to relieve
Hcsley, but walked Memphis
catcher Kyle Scott to load the bases.
Memphis second baseman
Daniel Uggla got his only hit of the
game, a single down the right field
line, to score Bill Edwards and Paul

real season starts all over, and their best and perform on the
everyone knows that anything range. But they know Coach
can happen in a tournament."
(Diana) Stone and I will be
Making the finals is an accom- behind them all the way."
After the NCAAs, Vasek said
plishment in itself, but J.T.
Hearn, junior from Carrier Mills, the team can concentrate on
Ill., hopes to be competitive in his school again and get some much
third trip to the nationals.
needed rest.
"I am pleased with our
"Usually the NCAAs fall on
progress and how we have done Sprin g Break, so this year the
so far," Hearn said. "But hope- team will actually get a week off
fully we can shoot well and to do what they want," Vasek
maybe get into the top three, that said. "Then most of them will
would be my ultimate goal."
practice after the break even
By winning this tournament in though the season is over until
1978, 1985 and 1987, the rifle fall, that shows their dedication."
But for now, the team is ready
team brought the University its
to
compete on Ohio State's camonly national sports champipus.
onships. Vasek was a part of the ·
1987 team and knows the emo"We have a group of good
tional roller coaster her team shooters," Hearn said. "And if
we do what we haye been doing
could endure.
"The bottom line is they are on in practice the last couple of
their own now," she said. "A weeks, then 1 think we have a
coach can only do so much, they chance to do well in the
are the ones that have to shoot NCAAs/'
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Sports fans associate March
Madness with NCAA basketball,
but cmother Murray State team
will compete in a national championship this month.
For the 24th consecutive time,
the rifle team will compete in the
NCAA Championships. Murray
State will face teams from Kentucky, West Virginia, Nebraska,
Xa\'ier, Navy, Tennessee Tech
and No.1 seed Alaska-Fairbanks
in Columbus, Ohio.
Co-coach Meegan Vasek said
the team lost a close match to
West Virginia a couple of weeks
ago and beat Kentucky at
Louisville earlier this sea-;on. But
she said past results are not as
important in this tournament.
"We had a tough schedule and
went up against a few of these
teams," Vasek said. "But now the

Reuer, cutting the MSU lead to 4-3.
Aaron Russelburg, junior from
Hawesville, made just the fifth
relief appearance of his career on
five-days rest, attempting to save
the game for the 'Breds. After getting a strikeout, Memphis right
fielder Josh Payne sent a shot
down the left field line off Russelburg to plate the two game-winning runs.
The 'Breds finished their' 10game homestand by winning two
of the three games against Northem lllinois at Reagan Field last
weekend.
tn the rubber game of that series
on Sunday, MSU had a 10-5 lead,
but the N1U Huskies scored five in
the top of the eighth inning to tie
the game. Nathan Taylor, senior
from Paducah, got the game-winning single in the bottom of the
ninth with two outs.
The game was not a defensive
showcase, as both teams committed six errors each. Only two of the
'Breds 11 runs scored were earned.
Sunday's game also featured the

'Breds first home run of the season
by Brett McCutchan, sophomore
from Evansville, Ind., who was
also voted OVC Player of the Week
(see SportUght on page 13.)
ln the second game of the series,
the Huskies ended the 'Breds
seven-game win streak with a 4-2
victory over MSU. NIU starter
Brad Gavelek went the distance,
facing the minimum 19 batters
through 61/3 innings. He allowed
two runs on four hits, striking out
seven in nine innings.
The 'Breds started the threegame series with an 11-7 win over
the Huskies on March 2. Russelburg got his third win of the season, striking out 11 in 7 2/3
innings. Gamer Byars, sophomore
from Louisville, went 4-for-5 with
a double, a run scored and two
RBis.
The 'Breds will return home this
weekend for a three-game series
against Bradley. The 'Breds will
play a double-header Saturday
starting at noon, and finish the
series Sunday at 1 p.m.
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769-9247
1006 Chestnut Street
(Next to Cheri Theatre)

1-feaventy Baskets
Speciali3in_g in custom baskets and balloons for all occasions

•Birthdays
•Babies
•Weddings
•Housewarmings
•Get Well
•Holidays
•Specialty Foods •Secret Pal
"..You 'Dream ..1t, We Theme 3t."
~non·Sri.

9 a.m. to Sr30 p.m. • Sat. 9 3,m, to 1 p.m.

,.......__,-:? 61 SA Southside Shopping Center • 759-2333
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"Murray's Largest Buffet"

"Authentic Mexican
Cuisine At Its Finest"

ME
For more 1nformatton, conract Physicians
Committee lor Responsible Medicine
(202) 686·2210. ext. 306 · www.pcrm.oro

CH~MAHOVSt:
•
•
•
•

Fresh Buffet
Soup
Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
Served 7 Days A Week

Sunday Buffet
Served All Day
759-2348
406 N. 12th St.
(Next to Pizza Hut)

Dine-In Carry-Out Catering
Gift Certiji.Ciltes Banquet Room
Frl & Sat l1 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. Sun-Tbur 11 a.m.-9:30p.m.

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

I

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

753-4424
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THILE:
Former student learns
music business' facets
From Page 1
Best Instrumental Grammy at last
month's ceremonies. Two of the
band's songs, "Reasons Why" and
"When You Come Back Down" are in
regular rotation on Country Music
Television.
Chris has also had personal successes. He recently played mandolin with
Dolly Parton while she was promoting

her new bluegrass album on the "Late
Show with David Letterman" and
"Late Night with Conan O'Brien."
To see how much influence this
band has had in its young career, look
no further than the album's producer,
bluegrass stalwart Alison Krauss.
Chris said the lead singer of Union
Station came backstage after a show
Nickel Creek played at Nashville's
famed Ryman Auditorium.
"She came backstage and was freaking out about us," he said. "When it
came to talking to Sugar Hill (Records,
about the album), we asked if Alison
could produce it and she said she'd do
it."

Chris sajd he and the band learned
much about the recording process
compared with the experience of playing a live show from Krauss.
"She's wonderful," he said. "She's
really a perfectionist. She understands
how everything works. We were aU
for making an album that sounds like
a live show. The energy that comes
over great on stage can get tiring. An
album is about things coming together
to make a complete thought."
Another (more unexpected) facet
that came with Nickel Creek's success
has been making music videos. "Looking good is the hard part," Chris said.
"Growing up, you just care about

SENATE:

AMENDMENT:

Easley said ad
'rather generic'

Fraternities able
to keep guest lists

From Pap 1

from Page 1

"The Board will consider those
comments seriously when selecting a president/' Easley said. "I
was extremely pleased with all
the comments made by the faculty that came to the meetings."
Easley said the advertisement
was "rather generic" because the
Board did not want "to exclude
anyone·from applying."
Student Government Association President Michael Thome,
who is also the student regent,
said logic was behind the vague
advertisement.
'1 t was purposely left vague so
the University, for time constraint
purposes, could go ahead and
advertise the position while we
met with different constituencies," he said. "As it stands now,
if we waited until after we had all
those meetings, it would be the
first part of April before the ad
first run.''
Steven Jones, associate professor of anthropology and social
work, said he believes the ad does
not properly encourage minorities to apply.
"I want to point out that minority means more than people of
color, but women as well," Jones
said. "We need to be more forthcoming, a nd that message should
have been stronger."

with a 10-4 vote. Two-thirds support
was required to pass the amendment.
The amendment states fraternity
social events will be closed to all nonGreek undergradua te male students
with the exception of those on a guest
list. Under this amendment, each fraternity will be responsible for forming a
guest list of no more than 100 nonGreek male students to tum into the
IFC for its social events.
"All of the national offices require
some kind of guest list to meet risk

BUILDING:
Faulty transformer
sent for repair
From Pap 1
anticipate," he said. "It is something you
could check today, and it could happen
tomorrow. You can check air in a tire, but
it won't prevent it from blowing out."
The fau lty transformer was sent off for
repair and will be back in four to six
weeks. Yeatts said the transformer reconditioning will hopefully increase its
capacity to handle heavier electricity
loads. With computer labs and other
technology in the Business Building, the
electric load has surpassed that which the
transformer was originally designed.
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what you sound like."
Watching the finished product is
also somewhat shocking for him and
the b and, Chris said.
"That's trippy," he said. "Everyon e
sees themselves in the mirror. When
you see a Shania (Twain) video and
then you see yourself, it's different."
Chris said he likes to vary his routine before each show to try to make
each performance different.
"We pray ~fore every set," he said.
" I like to stretch before every set. I
don't think you should get into a routine that's like every other show. We
change the set every other nig ht. I try
to keep the routine different, so it will

be a different show."
Chris' father, Scott, said he is proud
of the band's success. He .s aid when he
played with the band he tried to give
them some sound advice, and he still
talks to them about the music business.
"What I tried to do when I was in
the band was to facilita te their g rowth
as musicians," he said. "The music
business has a lot of great people to
work with, but there are some people
in the business that may try to corrupt
them, and try to use their music as a
vehicle to make money. I hope they
look back at their careers and see they
made a positive difference."

management and insurance policies,"
IFC Adviser Jim Baurer said. "Without
these guest lists our fraternities were in
violation."
Fraternities will be able to update o r
change their guest list on a weekly basis
at IFC meetings. The guest lists will not
apply to summer or p hilanthropic
events, such as Sigma Chi Derby Days
or Alpha Gamma Rho Paul Bunyan
Days. Each fraternity is allowed one of
these events each semester.
Baurer said the guest list w ill also not
apply to third-party vendor events.
This would include events not held on
University or fraternity p roperty.
IFC President Jarred Jackson, senior
from Princeton, said a method of maintaining the guest lists had not yet been
decided. jackson said a G reek 10 may
be required for any Greek students

attending an event, and a ticket system
may be used to monitor those on the
guest lists.
"We need something that will help
separate the Greeks from the community," said Alpha Tau Omega President
Todd Bailey, senior for Hopkinsville.
"Many feel that there isn't any prestige
in being a Greek anymore and that thls
may help bring it back."
While the amendment was passed so
fraternities will meet national regulations, Sigma Chi President Greg
Clifton, senior from Water Valley, said
he hopes it will help encourage students to get involved with Greek organizations.
Said Clifton: '1f students can't go to
parties unless they are Greek, then it
may make them want to get more
involved."

A temporary transformer will su pply
power to the Business Building until the
end of the semester. The cost to fix the
transformer has not yet been estimated,
Yeatts said.
"It is one of those emergency situations
where you get the work done, then later
... figure out the costs," Yeatts said.
Some classes were canceled because of
the power failure, and some were moved
to other buildings across campus. Harrison said computer classes were the most
difficult to relocate because little additional lab space was available on campus.
Harrison said about 50 classes ar e
taught in the Business Building o n an y
given day.
1
Academic Computing and Technology
-' Services training specialist Heath Keller,
who is also a business adjunct instructor,

had to cancel his Internet and World
Wide Web Technologies class because no
computer labs were available to accommodate his 40 students. He took the
inconvenience in stride, but said it would
set his class behind schedule.
"But these things happen," Keller said.
"You just deal with it. It's an unforeseeable thing, so we'll get it worked out as
far as class goes. It's nothing that can't be
made up."
In addition to class relocations and
cancellations, the power outage temporarily severed the Internet connections
in Wilson Hall, which is next to the Business Building. Orville Herndon, computer systems technician, said the computers
in Wilson go through a switching system
in the Business Build ing to connect to the
University's network.

C(lie f]rotliers o Lambda Clit Y!{plia
~~ invite tlie J~n owing {adies to our
Spring 2001 Crusli t1Jance
Amanda Armstrong
Amanda Peek
Amber Henderson
Amy Green
Andrea Herman
Annie Walker
Ashley Crook
Ashley Graves
Ashley Meador
Ashley Olson
Ashley Weber
Beth Ann Slinker
Bethany Walker
Casey Jenkins
Casey O'Daniel
Casey Powell
Chelsea Anderson
Christian Irwin
Christine Brannon
Christy Straughn
Courtney Griffith
Cricket Harris

Crishell Stouse
Crystal Hutchison
Debbie Taylor
Elizabeth Hawkins
Elly Wells
Emily Rottgering
Ginny Jones
Haley Witherspoon
Heather Collins
Heidi Holmes
Jackie Thomas
Jamie Bell .
Jenn Lanning
Jennifer Harris
Jennifer Johnson
Jenny Moss
Jessica Zalesky
Jill Speicher
Kaci Greer
Kacy Hart
Katie Konrad
Katie Wilson

Keesha Bridgman
Kennette Cleaver
Kim Alexander
Kim Leucke
Kim Morris
Krista Germann
Kristin Johnson
Lacy Clapp
Lindsay Chamberlain
Maria Brock
Marie Mitchell
Marilee Morgan
Megan Douglas
Megan Tapp
Melissa Pamatot
Meredith Vanderford
Mindy Burmeister
Natalie Bringham
Natalie Groves
Nicole DeYoung
Nikki Key
Rachel Lowry

Rachel Skipworth
Rachel Walker
Rebecca Bolen
Rebecca Francis
Robin Myhill
Sara Allen
Sarah Weaver
Stacey Fuller
Stacy Stephens
Stephanie Botsch
Stephanie Elder
Stephanie Minix
Stephanie Ward
Summer Mozer
Tiffany White
Trina Fowle
Valerie Kerns
Wendy Cardwell
Wendy Davis
Whitney Bushart
Whitney Coleman
Robin Hill

Ladies, allow us to enjoy your company at the Lambda Chi annex
on the evening of March 13 at 9 p.m.
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Travel agencies help planning Purchase area capable
BY MARCI OwEN

News EorroR

AssiSTANT

Local travel agencies provide Spring Break packages
for students who have trouble packaging their own.
Destinations Unlimited
owner Bonnie Myers said
students would probably be
be!>t served using a reputable travel agency when
planning for Spring Break.
"A travel agent's job is to
get you the best tiling out
there at the best price,"
Myers said. "If they do their
job correctly, you will get
your money's worth."
Myers said many students
use their services for their
Spring Break plans, and she
has never heard students
express unhappiness with
their vacations.
''We've never had any
problems," she said. "Most
of the time, I think students
are just excited to be going
somewhere."
Myers said the Cancun,
Mexico, package has become
the moj!t popular destination for sollege students.

"M1V has made Cancun
more popular with its
Spring Break promotions,"
she said.
Judy Richardson, travel
agent for Far Lands Travel in
Murray, said Cancun has
also been its most popular
package during the last few
years.
Richardson said the cost of
a package varies on how
many people are in one
room, whiCh hotel is chosen
and what is included in the
package, but most are generally a minimum of $400.
Myers and Ricltardson
said many past hot spots,
such as Daytona, Fla., and
Panama City Beach, Fla .• are
not handled through their
agencies as much as before.
"Florida we don't really
get involved with because
it's more o£ a driving trip,
and students are usually just
hanging out while down
there," Myers said.
Richardson said students
plan through travel agencies
specifically designed to handle the students' travel
needs.

"Many

students

have

been going through Student
Expressbecauseitisd.irectly
related to Spring Break," she
said.
For students who are
unsure of the company they
are using. Richard!'lon advises they check with a reputable tra\·el agency about
pricing and the legitimacy of
the chosen company.
Myers said students
should remember they get
what they pay for.
"There are some (agencies) that are out there to rip
you off, but that's true of just
about every business," she
said.
Richardson said the best
way to ensure a good package is early planning.
"1( you get there before the
others do, you will obviously get the best deal," she
said.
She also advised students
to have plenty of patience
with their Spring Break
planning.
Said Richardson: "It is
very difficult to get a group
together without patience.''

• boredom
0f re 1•1ev1ng
BY WINDY M OHEAD
STAFF WRITER

Students dLc;gruntled because they
are staying in Murray for Spring
Break should not fret. With some
creativity, Murray-bound students
can do more than watch the paint
peel off the wall or spend time with
their pet goldfish.
Bob McGaughey, journalism and
mass communications professor
and longtime resident of Murray
said students in Murray for Spring
Break should take time to enjoy the
outdoors.
"The third week of March, when
Sprirlg Break is usually scheduled,
is either really nice or really rairly,"
McGaughey said.
If the weather is good, McGaughey suggests going golfing at Miller
Memorial Golf Course, where studenlc; get a discount, or taking in the
scenery at one of the area's lakes.
Paducah is only 45 minutes away,
has an active downtown and several museums, said Stacy Smith-

Rogers, marketing director of the
Paducah-McCracken County Convention and Visitor Center.
"TI,ere's
always
something
unique to do here," Smith-Rogers
said.
"Downtown we have 22
flood wall murals along the river
walk and wonderful one-of-,l·kind
restaurants. It's a nice little getaway."
Hazel, the meeca of antiquing in
western Kentucky, is six miles away.
"Antiquing is like treasure hunting," said Ray "Charlie" Gough,
owner and manager of Charlie's
Antique Mall in Hazel. "It's a good
place to find bargains."
Gough said since coUege students
have residential college rooms and
apartments to furnish, they should
try Hazel before any other furniture
stores."
"We're riot just antiques anymore," Gough said. "We've got second-hand fum.iture that is better
than any you would find at a regular furniture store, and it holds
value better too"

Fronie lost
52 3/4 lbs. and
so 3/4 inches!
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stop in and get your
SunShape hair products!
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Airlines' rates differ with destinations
BY G REG STARK
AsSOCIATE EDITOR

Leaving on a jet plane?

Many students
will fly to faraway
destinations for
Spring Break.
Here is a sampling
of rates from
CouncilTravel.com
for those who have
not made
reservations yet.

P lan ahead.
That's the advice Sierra
WelJs, Council Travel travel
consultant, gives when planning for Spring Break
excursions or other vaca- ~
tions.
"We had people buying
Spring Break tickets as far
back as October," he said. 'Td
say after Christmas, y~u need
Price Airiine
Destination
Price Airiine
Destination
to start planning."
Nashville to Cancun
Continental
St.
LCiuls
ICI
Brownsville,
Texa~
$206
Continental
$587
Wells said students still go
Continental
SL Loui.o, to Can.·un
$523
Continental Nashville to New York City
$200
Nashville to London
$358
Con linen Ia I St. Louis to New York City
.$278
Continental
to many popular destinations,
St.
louis
to
London
United
Nashville
to
New
Orlean:.
$218
Continental
$390
including Daytona Beach and
Nashville to Brownsville, Texas $278
$224
Continental
Continental St. Louis to New Orleans
Panama City Beach, Fla., but
she also said Europe has
recently gained notoriety as a
rates are," she said. " 1 think Price has gotten to where it is choose to fly out of major airplace to go for Spring Break.
"Our most popular destina- people are wanting to go out just as cheap to fly overseas." ports or go online for tickets,
But the Florid a beaches some may decide to fly localtions are Europe, Cancun and get a different experi(Mexico) and Florida," she ence."
remain popular, Wells said.
ly.
Wells said students have
"We've been targeting difPaducah's Barkley Regional
said. "Those are pretty much
the most popular for stu- d ifferent ways of spending ferent areas," she said. "We Airport is offering flights
their break.
don't have the best fares to through Northwest Airlink
dents."
"I think people have been Miami, but we have the stan- and Trans World Express to
Wells said airplane rates to
Europe are generally cheaper changing their ideas of spring dard ones. It's not our target popular destinations. Directhan staying in the United travel," she said. "It's not just to sell. We still do a lot of busi- tor of Ma rketing Tracie
about beaches ·and spring ness to popular destinations." Deaton said many destinaStates for Spring Break.
While many students will tions in the South and South"That's where our cheapest travel that they are doing.

Greg Stark/The News

west are accessible from Paducah.
"Orland o, Daytona and
Panama City are very easy
connections out of here," she
said. "Miami and Fort Lauderdale connect from here.
South Carolina and the Texas
connections and Can<:un can
be reached out of he~, usually with one connection out of
Memphis or Nashville."

GET R.EJ\DY FOR

"CA~H IN AFLA~H"
loans On AnJthing Of Value
We To~e The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equipment • Coins
Jewelry Stamps • Baseball Cards
Antiques • Miscellaneous
9:30a.m.- 7:30p.m.

713 S. 12 St.

753-7"1"13

KELLEY
FOR EVERYONE

30S•A S~ 12TH ST.
753-7441

NEXT TO DUMPUNS
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Foreign travel offers excitement, special arrangements
BY

MELISSA STONEBERGER
COLLEGE lifE EDITOR

Sandy beaches in Cancun, Mexico, or seeing Big Ben in London.
England, could be a reality for students who are traveling this
Spring Break. But before stepping
on the airplane, students need to
keep a few things in mind to stay
out of trouble.
Mark Galloway, interim Institute for International Studies student adviser, said students should
never leave bags unattended and
be alert at all times.
"Be more aware of everything
and everybody," Galloway said.
"Keep your attention focused."
Beverly Lents, Destinations
Unlimited travel agent in Benton,
said students should pack any
medications and a change of
clothes in their carry-on. Lents
also recommends travelers keep a
few copies of their passports
because they identify destinations
and citizenship.
"It's (passport} required to travel from one country to another for
security reasons," Lents said.
If the passport is lost or stolen.
the copies will help speed up the
process of getting a new passport,

which can be obtained at a U.S.
Embassy. But Lents said most
embassies are not near airports,
and trying to get a new passport
could prolong your stay in that
country.
Money is another problem students traveling aboard may face.
Lents recommends having a credit
card rather than cash. Credit cards
keep travelers from carrying large
amounts of cash and are preferred
in most countries.
But if people choose to exchange
their U.S. dollars for foreign currency, Lents said most airports
have exchange desks, although
banks may have better exchange
rates. Lents said it is easy to get
your money exchanged. But
Melanie McCallon, Murray State
Study Abroad Coordinator, warns
stude!'ts the exchange may be too

easy.
"The money is different and you
may spend more than you mean,"
McCallon said.
Sylvia Kerins, owner of Travel
Incorporated in Paducah, warns
students about hidden costs.
Things such as lost hotels keys
and phone calls can suck up cash
very fast.
Kerins said departure taxes, a

tax assessed by countries' governments, can cost anywhere from $2
to $30. Students with package
trips need to be especially aware
of this because the taxes may not
be covered in the trip cost.
"If they aren't prepaid, they
won't let you leave the country
without paying," Kerins said.
Travelers need to remember
rules and laws are not the same in
other countries.
"Keep in mind when you leave
the States, it's different," Lents
said. "One can find themselves in
a heap of trouble if they're not
careful."
Kerins said students should
always be aware of their surroundings.
"If you don't feel comfortable,
there's a good reason," Kerins
said.
Kerins also said it is a good idea
for travelers to be sure of what
they are doing. If students are
planning on drinking, Kerins said
the group should have a sober
member to act as a lookout for the
group.
Said Kerins: "Because if there's
one thing you don't want to do,
it's end up in a foreign jail."
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10% off with coupon
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Senior Citizens & Students 10°/o off Everyday

All
You
Can
Eat
Buffet
Fresh Food Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar & Soft Ice Cream

-..

Robert Pieroni/The News
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• Try the new John Paul Mitchell Systems "The Color''
•

• We can now foil, highlight and color in one process!

•Formal Hairstyles
start at only $25

OPEN
DAILY
Mon.- Thur.: 10:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.
600 N. 12th St. (Next door to Taco John's)
Central Shopping Center • Murray

CALL TODAY! 753-0542

lEl

753-8916.

I l

.)us\\~·

Shampoo, Cut & Style
$15-women • $11-men
MSU Students-10% off

Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
Sun.: 10:30 a.m.-9:30p.m.
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Want a n,ew look for Spring Break?
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1I Spring Break Special

•Keep multiple photocopies of
your passPQrt in a safe place.
•Be aware of your surroundings.
•When consuming alcohol,
•
have a designated ~ober person
witH you.
• Be aware of how much money
you're spending.,
.
• Be aware of what your trip
package covers.
•Use credit cards instead of
cash.
• Pack a spare change of clothes
and important medication in
your carry-on.

><:::>Family Haircare c:::x:

CtilNA l'UfffT
I

Travel Tips
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Tanya and Jana now accepting appointments for formal occasions.
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Helping students
on the road
AAA assists students, tourists
on Spring Break excursions
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

Students looking for some
help getting to their Spring
Break destinations may want
to consider the American
Automobile Association.
"I think the most beneficial
part of AAA is the emergency
assistance,"
said
Leslie
Langston, Paducah AAA
branch managt·r. "The second
would be the hotel rates and
providing routing to members."
Members can be helped with
towing, flat tires, fuel delivery,
lockouts, minor mechanical
adjustments
and
battery
boosts, according to AAA's

Web site, www.aaa.com.
Reese Torrence, senior from
Bowling Green, is a AAA
member. He snid he never
thought he would use AAA,
but he was soon in dire need
when he left his car running at
Boulders.
"I accidentally locked my
door and shut it before I realized that the car was still on,"
he said. "I was pretty mad and
didn't know what to do. Then I
remembered my card and
called AAA. I think they called
an affiliate because help came
in 15 minutes."
Langston said a basic membership to AAA is $54 a year,
but students can join as associate members for $21 a year if

their parents are
members. Members can use
their card for
roadside assistance four times a
year.
AAA provides discounts to
some theme parks, hotels and
ets,
restaurants.
can
"The rates differ for eaeh families
individual discount, but 1 save up to $50."
Whether it is an ill-fated
would say that a good ballpark
figure would be about 10 per- trip to Wi.ll-Mart or a Spring
Break excursion to the beach,
cent," Langston said.
Air fare often is discounted AAA can provide assistance to
its members.
for members as well.
"They were there when I
"Air fare is government conreally
needed it," Torrence
trolled so that varies,"
Langston said. "The Disney said. ''For the price, it's a realWorld package includes plane ly good deal."

Automobile
Association members,1use
a card like the one abctve.
'=II

Robert Pieroni/T}le News
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Car inspections can prevent road trip nightmares
BY JASO N YATES
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Spring Break road trip
dream some students have
envisioned since August is a
week away, but the dream can
become a nightmare with one
barely audible hiss and a puff
of smoke if precautions are not
made.
The road trip is a popular
alternative to flying to some
exotic location for Spring
Break, but precautions should
be taken to ensure automobiles' safe and worry-free

arrivals at the predetermined
destination.
Larry Cunningham, Cunningham's Auto Repair coowner, said a thorough inspection of the automobile is a
smart move before any long
trip.
"The most important thing
is the basics like oil changes,
belts and hoses," Cunningham
said. "It can cause major
breakdowns and major repairs
if you are on the road and
break a simple belt."
Cunningham said his business will conduct a thorough

safety inspection from the
front of the automobile to the
back for $48.
Mike Harlan, Harlan Automotive owner, said his establishment will check fluid levels, belts, hoses and the condition of the tires for about $45.
Harlan said they will check the
automobile thoroughly and
make suggestions of what the
owner might need to do to
maintain the vehicle.
Cunningham said time, and
not mileage, is the most important factor when deciding
when to service a car.

"A lot of times you can take
a car that may be 10 years old
that a little old lady drives,
and it hasn't got 10,000 miles
on it but belts and hoses still
wear out," he said.
Cunningham recommends
having an inspection every
four to five years, but he did
say he has seen belts and hoses
that are worn out before four
years of use.
Inspection is a preventive
measure that can help bypass
trouble, but Harlan said travelers need to be perceptive and
pay close attention to the

instruments on their car during the trip.
"If you have gauges, look at
them," Harlan said. "The
speedometer and fuel gauge
are not the most important
gauges. Also, if a light comes
on like an oil light or water
light, shut it off immediately.
You could do more damage by
trying to make it to the next
stop or exit."
Harlan said anytime a car
breaks down on the road,
chances are the traveler will
pay more than usual for the
repairs.

Baptist Student Union provides services during Spring Break trips
BY EMILY BLACK
STAFF WRITER

Baptist Student Union members will
travel across the country to affect the
lives of others during Spring Break.
The BSU is sponsoring four trips to
different U.S. regions where students
will have the chance to work with
local churches and other organizations. 8SU Campus Minister Mark
Whitt said students will be able to
express their faith through hands-on

activities.
"We feel that these trips are a good
opportunity for students to learn how
to serve others," he said.
Twenty-five students will travel to
Corpus Christi; Texas, to partner with
Global Encounter Ministries. This
group will spend much of its time
helping inner-city ministries and
declining churches.
BSU President Josh Miller, junior
from Mayfield, has previously been to
Panama City, Fla., and is traveling to

Corpus Christi this year.
"You go on these trips hoping to
help others, but in the end you help
yourself," Miller said. "It tells you a lot
about yourself and who you are."
The BSU will also send 30 students
to New York City and Waterbury,
Conn., where they will work with both
inner-city churches and food kitchens.
The group will also spend time working w ith a Spanish church in Queens,
N.Y.
Brad Walker, sophomore from Mur-

ray, said the trips give students the
opportunity to reach out to others. He
worked at Mission Arlington in
Arlington, Texas, last Spring Break.
A 12-member BSU performance
team will minister to locals and spring
breakers in Brunswick, Ga., at the
Golden Isle Resort Ministries.
The BSU Creative Ministries team
will travel to Sydney, Mont., to work
with a small church where a Murray
State alumnus serves. This group wiU
be mostly working with children.
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Professor offers suggestions
for Spring Break camping
LAND
BETWEEN
THE LAKES
OFFERS A
BACK
C OUNTRY
CAMPER UsE
PERMIT FOR
CAMPING IN
UNDEVELOPED
CAMPGROUNDS
AND
BACKWOODS
CAMPING
FOR $1 0.

•

BY ERIN MATTHEWS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With only $40 and some Ramen
noodles, a fun Spring Break may
seem like a distant dream.
While it may not provide
warmer weather, Land Between
the Lakes offers hundreds of miles
of waterfront fun. In addition to
camping facilities, LBL provides
rental camping equipment. For
specific information and prices,
visit its Web site at www.Ibl.org.
A Back Country Camper Use
permit allows camping in undeveloped campgrounds and backwoods camping throughout Land
Between the Lakes for $10.
The permits can be purchased at
the LBL's VISitor Center and are
valid for one year, beginning
March 1.
Kelly Rogers, assistant recreation professor, offered tips and
advice to help get the most out of
a camping experience. Campers
should plan how long they will
stay and consider expected weather conditions.

"Preparation is very important,"
Rogers said.
During this time of year, temperatures can drop into the freezing range at night. The proper
sleeping bags and clothing should
be used.
"Wear multi-layers so you can
strip off layers at a time," Rogers
said. "Don't have on a big coat and
then a T-shirt."
Proper footwear is also helpful.
"When hiking, you need to wear
boots or comfortable shoes with
ankle support that have been broken in," Rogers said.
Along with the proper dress,
campers should take a first aid kit
and familiarize themselves with
its contents. Rain gear for unexpected spring storms and protection from the sun should also be
included. Campers should also
pack water to keep themselves
hydrated.
If campers decide to build a
campfire, they should not cut from
trees. Rather, they .should gather
wood that has already fallen or is
dead, be aware of fire hazards and

TAYLOR~S
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JJ
John James Auc:kbon State Park
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Penoyrile Forest State Resort

Park
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Robert Pieroni/The News

know fire rings will not prevent
fires from spreading. Rogers
warns about ftreS in general.
"Don't even build a fire, take a
portable stove," he said.
Campers should leave no traces
of themselves because what is
done while camping can leave an
impression on the surroundings.
"Don't disturb other campers,
pack out what you pack in and

leave wildlife alone," said Beth
Brockway, graduate student from
Murray.
To make sure campers do not
leave traces, Rogers said not to
bathe in or within 150 to 200 feet
of streams, ponds, lakes or rivers.
Campers should also stay on the
trails when hiking because wandering off the path can damage
vegetation .
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Unique trips common for students, professors
BY Russ OATES
CoPY EDITOR AND
KRISTIN HILL
CHIEF CoPY EotrOR

Heath Keller's Spring Break trip to
New Orleans during his freshman year
at Murray State was a memorable one.
He and five of his friends went on their
first unsupervised trip.
Keller, who described his college
adventure to the Big Easy as a rite of
passage, is planning a return this
Spring Break. But instead of being a
student, Keller is now a College of
Business Affairs adjunct instmctor. Hi:;
Spring Breaks are a bit different now.
"I try to tie up loose t•nJs the first
part of the week," Keller said. "Toward
the end of the week I try to take off
SOffi('Whl'Te. "

Keller, who will squeeze his New
Orleans trip into the last weekend of
Spring Break, is not the only faculty
member traveling.
David Earne>st, English and philosophy professor, will travel to Spain for
Spring Break. But Earnest's trip is not a
vacation; he will work on a new Kentucky Institute for lnternation~l Stud·
ies program.
"We want to provide opportunities
for faculty across the state to travel

abroad in order to gather material that
they can incorporate into courses that
they teach at their home campuses,"
Earnest said.
Earnest, who regularly teaches in
both Germany and Spain, said international travel during Spring Break can
be tiring, but doesn't mind it.
"Although I'll have plenty of work to
do, I may just have a nice meal and
\'isit a museum from time to time," he
s.1id.
Jay Morgan, agricultun• professor,
also has international travel plans for
Spring Break. Morgan will take 18 students from his Seminar in lnternation·
a! Agriculture Systems class to England, Ireland and Scotland.
The group will visit with Sparsholl
College fnculty and students in south·
l'rn England, learn .1bnut the equine
industry in Ireland and visit processing
facilities for the timber trade in Scotl<md.
Despite the busy clgriculture itiner·
ary, Morgan said the group will begin
early and finish latt• in order to sec
some sights, including several castles
in and around Glasgow and Edinburgh, Scotland.
"1 wouldn't really call it a Spring
Bn>ak with all the travel," Morgan said.
"Sleep is really not an option."

,......_

-

Students' Spring Breaks
Like Keller did in 1995, other students experience adventure during
Spring Break.
With $300 in their pockets and a map
in their hands, Meredith Rahm, senior
from St. Louis, and Carin Peterson,
sophomore from Sioux Falls, S.D.,
drove south to the Sunshine State for
Spring Break last year without hotel
reservations or plans.
"I learned about following a map
because I had ncYer gone somewhere I
didn't know where I was going," Peter·
son said. ''I also learned there are nice
people out there, but there are also bad
people."
Originally they were going to stay in
facksonviUe, Fin., with a friend and in
Clearwater, Fla., with Ralun's grandfather. Spontaneou::oly, they decided to
pick up the friend in Jack::;onville then
headed down the Atlantic Ocean coast
to Daytona.
For showers and lodging, Rahm and
Peterson depended on acquaintances,
most of whom they met throughout the
week, including a group of Alpha Tau
Omega members from Murray State.
"You have to be careful, definitely,
because you don't know who's out
there," Rahm said. "But at the same

time, it is fun to free load."
Peterson said groups need to be
aware of the circumstances and be cautious of whom they meet. Groups
should trust and depend on each other.
"Make sure they stick together," she
said. "Jn our situation, we didn't really
know the people we stayed with, you
have to be safe. Even going to dubs,
stay together. Have a preplanned meeting place."
Other students experienced trips that
were planned to be spontaneous. Carrie Gregory, senior from Marion, 111.,
and about 15 Baptist Student Union
members traveled south to locations
they learned about through clues,
much like MTV's "Road Rules."
"I learned to trust in the fact that it
didn't matter where we were.," Gregory said. "Ministry is exciting, and it
didn't matter where we were and
where we were going to sleep the next
night."
They spent Spring Break two years
ago in Atlanta, New Orleans, Pannma
City, Fla., and Moss Point, Miss.
"I thought the ministry opportunities were really cool," Gregory said.
"We worked at a children's program in
New Orleans. We also met lots of people on the streets and spent time with
them.
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Gas prices can impact road trips
WHILE PRICES
HAVE
DECREASED,
GAS MONEY
COULD DECIDE
IF STUDENTS
WILL TRAVEL
ON WHEELS
DURING
SPRING
BREAK.

BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAff WRITER

Although gasoline prices have
decreased since last year at this
time, the Spring Break road will
still be costly for students driving
long distances.
Paty Rogers, freshman from
Brighton, Mich., knows what it is
like to know about saving gasoline. Rogers, who boards her horse
at the University bam, drives to
the stable approximately three or
four times a day, and said although
it is dose, the miles add up.
"With paying more for hay, I
don't know if I'm going to have
enough gas money to get me
through until Spring Break,"
Rogers said.
Rogers opted to fly home for the
break, but still has to drive to
Nashville International Airport.
Freshman Georgean Cyrzkowsld
isn't so lucky.
Also a horse owner in the University bam, Cyrzkowski plans to
haul herself and her horse home to
Des Plaines, ill., a Chicago suburb.
She said during the eight- to nine-

hour drive, she has to stop for gas
every two hours, forking over
around $45 for each fill-up. Driving home and back to Murray
State will cost Cyrzkowski somewhere around $368.
"My truck only gets about 10 to
12 miles per gallon when I'm hauling my horse," she said. ''Every
time I go home I have to work just
to cover the cost of my gasoline."
To conserve daily gas money,
Cyrzkowski carpools to the bam.
On the road home, she mentioned
other economic driving methods.
"I try to keep to the speed limit
and avoid accelerating really fast,"
Cyrzkowski said.
While reducing driving speed is
one of the ~t ways to save gasoline during road trips, Heather
Bridde, junior from Buffalo, N.Y.,
is more concerned with speeding
up her 13-hour drive home for
break.
"I drive as fast as I possibly can
without getting a ticket," Bridde
said. "My parents pay for my gas,
so I'd rather just get home as soon
as possible."

Gasoline Conservation lips
The Web site www.gasolineprotest.com
offers information about ways to
better conserve gasoline on the road.
• Better gas efficiency occurs at the legal speed limit.
Traveling at 55 mph results in up to 21 percent
better mileage when compared to traveling 65 mph
and above.
* Keep windows closed during highway travel. Open windows
cause air drag, reducing mileage by 10 percent.
• Drive steadily. Slowing down and speeding up wastes fuel.
• Choosing straighter roads when possible. Corners, curves
and lane jumping require extra gas.
• Avoid rough roads because dirt and gravel can rob up to 30
percent of the gas mileage.
• Park car so later travel begins in a forward gear.
Reverse gear maneuvers waste fuel.
• Inflate tires to maximum limit.
• Know auto air conditioners reduce fuel economy
by 10 to 20 percent.
• Removing excess weight from trunk or inside of car
increases mileage.
* Purchase gas during early morning or evening when the
gas is densest. Gas pumps measure the volume of
gasoline, not the density of fuel concentration.
Robert Pieroni/The News
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•1 0 Minute Oil Change
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Friday: Bring me the
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(Limit 1)
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